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photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of
Microsoft Corporation.
Microsoft may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property
rights covering subject matter in this document. Except as expressly provided in any written license
agreement from Microsoft, the furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these
patents, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property.
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MICROSOFT LICENSE TERMS
OFFICIAL MICROSOFT LEARNING PRODUCTS
MICROSOFT OFFICIAL COURSE Pre-Release and Final Release Versions

These license terms are an agreement between Microsoft Corporation and you. Please read them. They apply to
the Licensed Content named above, which includes the media on which you received it, if any. These license
terms also apply to any updates, supplements, internet based services and support services for the Licensed
Content, unless other terms accompany those items. If so, those terms apply.
BY DOWNLOADING OR USING THE LICENSED CONTENT, YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS. IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT
THEM, DO NOT DOWNLOAD OR USE THE LICENSED CONTENT.
If you comply with these license terms, you have the rights below.
1.

DEFINITIONS.

a. “Authorized Learning Center” means a Microsoft Learning Competency Member, Microsoft IT Academy
Program Member, or such other entity as Microsoft may designate from time to time.
b. “Authorized Training Session” means the Microsoft-authorized instructor-led training class using only
MOC Courses that are conducted by a MCT at or through an Authorized Learning Center.

c. “Classroom Device” means one (1) dedicated, secure computer that you own or control that meets or
exceeds the hardware level specified for the particular MOC Course located at your training facilities or
primary business location.
d. “End User” means an individual who is (i) duly enrolled for an Authorized Training Session or Private
Training Session, (ii) an employee of a MPN Member, or (iii) a Microsoft full-time employee.
e. “Licensed Content” means the MOC Course and any other content accompanying this agreement.
Licensed Content may include (i) Trainer Content, (ii) software, and (iii) associated media.
f.

“Microsoft Certified Trainer” or “MCT” means an individual who is (i) engaged to teach a training session
to End Users on behalf of an Authorized Learning Center or MPN Member, (ii) currently certified as a
Microsoft Certified Trainer under the Microsoft Certification Program, and (iii) holds a Microsoft
Certification in the technology that is the subject of the training session.

g. “Microsoft IT Academy Member” means a current, active member of the Microsoft IT Academy
Program.

h. “Microsoft Learning Competency Member” means a Microsoft Partner Network Program Member in
good standing that currently holds the Learning Competency status.
i.

“Microsoft Official Course” or “MOC Course” means the Official Microsoft Learning Product instructorled courseware that educates IT professionals or developers on Microsoft technologies.
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j.

“Microsoft Partner Network Member” or “MPN Member” means a silver or gold-level Microsoft Partner
Network program member in good standing.

k. “Personal Device” means one (1) device, workstation or other digital electronic device that you
personally own or control that meets or exceeds the hardware level specified for the particular MOC
Course.
l. “Private Training Session” means the instructor-led training classes provided by MPN Members for
corporate customers to teach a predefined learning objective. These classes are not advertised or
promoted to the general public and class attendance is restricted to individuals employed by or
contracted by the corporate customer.

m. “Trainer Content” means the trainer version of the MOC Course and additional content designated
solely for trainers to use to teach a training session using a MOC Course. Trainer Content may include
Microsoft PowerPoint presentations, instructor notes, lab setup guide, demonstration guides, beta
feedback form and trainer preparation guide for the MOC Course. To clarify, Trainer Content does not
include virtual hard disks or virtual machines.
2.

INSTALLATION AND USE RIGHTS. The Licensed Content is licensed not sold. The Licensed Content is
licensed on a one copy per user basis, such that you must acquire a license for each individual that
accesses or uses the Licensed Content.
2.1

Below are four separate sets of installation and use rights. Only one set of rights apply to you.

a. If you are a Authorized Learning Center:
i. If the Licensed Content is in digital format for each license you acquire you may either:
1. install one (1) copy of the Licensed Content in the form provided to you on a dedicated, secure
server located on your premises where the Authorized Training Session is held for access and
use by one (1) End User attending the Authorized Training Session, or by one (1) MCT teaching
the Authorized Training Session, or
2. install one (1) copy of the Licensed Content in the form provided to you on one (1) Classroom
Device for access and use by one (1) End User attending the Authorized Training Session, or by
one (1) MCT teaching the Authorized Training Session.
ii. You agree that:
1. you will acquire a license for each End User and MCT that accesses the Licensed Content,
2. each End User and MCT will be presented with a copy of this agreement and each individual
will agree that their use of the Licensed Content will be subject to these license terms prior to
their accessing the Licensed Content. Each individual will be required to denote their
acceptance of the EULA in a manner that is enforceable under local law prior to their accessing
the Licensed Content,
3. for all Authorized Training Sessions, you will only use qualified MCTs who hold the applicable
competency to teach the particular MOC Course that is the subject of the training session,
4. you will not alter or remove any copyright or other protective notices contained in the
Licensed Content,
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5. you will remove and irretrievably delete all Licensed Content from all Classroom Devices and
servers at the end of the Authorized Training Session,
6. you will only provide access to the Licensed Content to End Users and MCTs,
7. you will only provide access to the Trainer Content to MCTs, and
8. any Licensed Content installed for use during a training session will be done in accordance
with the applicable classroom set-up guide.

b. If you are a MPN Member.
i. If the Licensed Content is in digital format for each license you acquire you may either:
1. install one (1) copy of the Licensed Content in the form provided to you on (A) one (1)
Classroom Device, or (B) one (1) dedicated, secure server located at your premises where
the training session is held for use by one (1) of your employees attending a training session
provided by you, or by one (1) MCT that is teaching the training session, or
2. install one (1) copy of the Licensed Content in the form provided to you on one (1)
Classroom Device for use by one (1) End User attending a Private Training Session, or one (1)
MCT that is teaching the Private Training Session.
ii. You agree that:
1. you will acquire a license for each End User and MCT that accesses the Licensed Content,
2. each End User and MCT will be presented with a copy of this agreement and each individual
will agree that their use of the Licensed Content will be subject to these license terms prior
to their accessing the Licensed Content. Each individual will be required to denote their
acceptance of the EULA in a manner that is enforceable under local law prior to their
accessing the Licensed Content,
3. for all training sessions, you will only use qualified MCTs who hold the applicable
competency to teach the particular MOC Course that is the subject of the training session,
4. you will not alter or remove any copyright or other protective notices contained in the
Licensed Content,
5. you will remove and irretrievably delete all Licensed Content from all Classroom Devices and
servers at the end of each training session,
6. you will only provide access to the Licensed Content to End Users and MCTs,
7. you will only provide access to the Trainer Content to MCTs, and
8. any Licensed Content installed for use during a training session will be done in accordance
with the applicable classroom set-up guide.
c. If you are an End User:
You may use the Licensed Content solely for your personal training use. If the Licensed Content is in
digital format, for each license you acquire you may (i) install one (1) copy of the Licensed Content in
the form provided to you on one (1) Personal Device and install another copy on another Personal
Device as a backup copy, which may be used only to reinstall the Licensed Content; or (ii) print one (1)
copy of the Licensed Content. You may not install or use a copy of the Licensed Content on a device
you do not own or control.
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d. If you are a MCT.
i. For each license you acquire, you may use the Licensed Content solely to prepare and deliver an
Authorized Training Session or Private Training Session. For each license you acquire, you may
install and use one (1) copy of the Licensed Content in the form provided to you on one (1) Personal
Device and install one (1) additional copy on another Personal Device as a backup copy, which may
be used only to reinstall the Licensed Content. You may not install or use a copy of the Licensed
Content on a device you do not own or control.
ii.

Use of Instructional Components in Trainer Content. You may customize, in accordance with the
most recent version of the MCT Agreement, those portions of the Trainer Content that are logically
associated with instruction of a training session. If you elect to exercise the foregoing rights, you
agree: (a) that any of these customizations will only be used for providing a training session, (b) any
customizations will comply with the terms and conditions for Modified Training Sessions and
Supplemental Materials in the most recent version of the MCT agreement and with this agreement.
For clarity, any use of “customize” refers only to changing the order of slides and content, and/or
not using all the slides or content, it does not mean changing or modifying any slide or content.

2.2 Separation of Components. The Licensed Content components are licensed as a single unit and you
may not separate the components and install them on different devices.

2.3 Reproduction/Redistribution Licensed Content. Except as expressly provided in the applicable
installation and use rights above, you may not reproduce or distribute the Licensed Content or any portion
thereof (including any permitted modifications) to any third parties without the express written permission
of Microsoft.

2.4 Third Party Programs. The Licensed Content may contain third party programs or services. These
license terms will apply to your use of those third party programs or services, unless other terms accompany
those programs and services.
2.5 Additional Terms. Some Licensed Content may contain components with additional terms,
conditions, and licenses regarding its use. Any non-conflicting terms in those conditions and licenses also
apply to that respective component and supplements the terms described in this Agreement.
3.

PRE-RELEASE VERSIONS. If the Licensed Content is a pre-release (“beta”) version, in addition to the other
provisions in this agreement, then these terms also apply:
a. Pre-Release Licensed Content. This Licensed Content is a pre-release version. It may not contain the
same information and/or work the way a final version of the Licensed Content will. We may change it
for the final version. We also may not release a final version. Microsoft is under no obligation to
provide you with any further content, including the final release version of the Licensed Content.

b. Feedback. If you agree to give feedback about the Licensed Content to Microsoft, either directly or
through its third party designee, you give to Microsoft without charge, the right to use, share and
commercialize your feedback in any way and for any purpose. You also give to third parties, without
charge, any patent rights needed for their products, technologies and services to use or interface with
any specific parts of a Microsoft software, Microsoft product, or service that includes the feedback. You
will not give feedback that is subject to a license that requires Microsoft to license its software,
technologies, or products to third parties because we include your feedback in them. These rights
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survive this agreement.

c. Term. If you are an Authorized Training Center, MCT or MPN, you agree to cease using all copies of the
beta version of the Licensed Content upon (i) the date which Microsoft informs you is the end date for
using the beta version, or (ii) sixty (60) days after the commercial release of the Licensed Content,
whichever is earliest (“beta term”). Upon expiration or termination of the beta term, you will
irretrievably delete and destroy all copies of same in the possession or under your control.
4.

INTERNET-BASED SERVICES. Microsoft may provide Internet-based services with the Licensed Content,
which may change or be canceled at any time.

a. Consent for Internet-Based Services. The Licensed Content may connect to computer systems over an
Internet-based wireless network. In some cases, you will not receive a separate notice when they
connect. Using the Licensed Content operates as your consent to the transmission of standard device
information (including but not limited to technical information about your device, system and
application software, and peripherals) for internet-based services.

b. Misuse of Internet-based Services. You may not use any Internet-based service in any way that could
harm it or impair anyone else’s use of it. You may not use the service to try to gain unauthorized access
to any service, data, account or network by any means.
5.

SCOPE OF LICENSE. The Licensed Content is licensed, not sold. This agreement only gives you some rights
to use the Licensed Content. Microsoft reserves all other rights. Unless applicable law gives you more
rights despite this limitation, you may use the Licensed Content only as expressly permitted in this
agreement. In doing so, you must comply with any technical limitations in the Licensed Content that only
allows you to use it in certain ways. Except as expressly permitted in this agreement, you may not:
•
install more copies of the Licensed Content on devices than the number of licenses you acquired;
•
allow more individuals to access the Licensed Content than the number of licenses you acquired;
•
publicly display, or make the Licensed Content available for others to access or use;
•
install, sell, publish, transmit, encumber, pledge, lend, copy, adapt, link to, post, rent, lease or lend,
make available or distribute the Licensed Content to any third party, except as expressly permitted
by this Agreement.
•
reverse engineer, decompile, remove or otherwise thwart any protections or disassemble the
Licensed Content except and only to the extent that applicable law expressly permits, despite this
limitation;
•
access or use any Licensed Content for which you are not providing a training session to End Users
using the Licensed Content;
•
access or use any Licensed Content that you have not been authorized by Microsoft to access and
use; or
•
transfer the Licensed Content, in whole or in part, or assign this agreement to any third party.

6.

RESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND OWNERSHIP. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted to you in
this agreement. The Licensed Content is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and
treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers own the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in the
Licensed Content. You may not remove or obscure any copyright, trademark or patent notices that
appear on the Licensed Content or any components thereof, as delivered to you.
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7.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. The Licensed Content is subject to United States export laws and regulations. You
must comply with all domestic and international export laws and regulations that apply to the Licensed
Content. These laws include restrictions on destinations, End Users and end use. For additional
information, see www.microsoft.com/exporting.

8.

LIMITATIONS ON SALE, RENTAL, ETC. AND CERTAIN ASSIGNMENTS. You may not sell, rent, lease, lend or
sublicense the Licensed Content or any portion thereof, or transfer or assign this agreement.

9.

SUPPORT SERVICES. Because the Licensed Content is “as is”, we may not provide support services for it.

10.

TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this agreement if you fail
to comply with the terms and conditions of this agreement. Upon any termination of this agreement, you
agree to immediately stop all use of and to irretrievable delete and destroy all copies of the Licensed
Content in your possession or under your control.

11.

LINKS TO THIRD PARTY SITES. You may link to third party sites through the use of the Licensed Content.
The third party sites are not under the control of Microsoft, and Microsoft is not responsible for the
contents of any third party sites, any links contained in third party sites, or any changes or updates to third
party sites. Microsoft is not responsible for webcasting or any other form of transmission received from
any third party sites. Microsoft is providing these links to third party sites to you only as a convenience,
and the inclusion of any link does not imply an endorsement by Microsoft of the third party site.

12.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This agreement, and the terms for supplements, updates and support services are
the entire agreement for the Licensed Content.

13.

APPLICABLE LAW.
a. United States. If you acquired the Licensed Content in the United States, Washington state law governs
the interpretation of this agreement and applies to claims for breach of it, regardless of conflict of laws
principles. The laws of the state where you live govern all other claims, including claims under state
consumer protection laws, unfair competition laws, and in tort.
b. Outside the United States. If you acquired the Licensed Content in any other country, the laws of that
country apply.

14.

LEGAL EFFECT. This agreement describes certain legal rights. You may have other rights under the laws of
your country. You may also have rights with respect to the party from whom you acquired the Licensed
Content. This agreement does not change your rights under the laws of your country if the laws of your
country do not permit it to do so.

15.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THE LICENSED CONTENT IS LICENSED "AS-IS," "WITH ALL FAULTS," AND "AS
AVAILABLE." YOU BEAR THE RISK OF USING IT. MICROSOFT CORPORATION AND ITS RESPECTIVE
AFFILIATES GIVE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES, OR CONDITIONS UNDER OR IN RELATION TO
THE LICENSED CONTENT. YOU MAY HAVE ADDITIONAL CONSUMER RIGHTS UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAWS
WHICH THIS AGREEMENT CANNOT CHANGE. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAWS,
MICROSOFT CORPORATION AND ITS RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES EXCLUDE ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NON-INFRINGEMENT.
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16.

LIMITATION ON AND EXCLUSION OF REMEDIES AND DAMAGES. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY
LAW, YOU CAN RECOVER FROM MICROSOFT CORPORATION AND ITS SUPPLIERS ONLY DIRECT
DAMAGES UP TO USD$5.00. YOU AGREE NOT TO SEEK TO RECOVER ANY OTHER DAMAGES, INCLUDING
CONSEQUENTIAL, LOST PROFITS, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES FROM MICROSOFT
CORPORATION AND ITS RESPECTIVE SUPPLIERS.

This limitation applies to
o
anything related to the Licensed Content, services made available through the Licensed Content, or
content (including code) on third party Internet sites or third-party programs; and
o
claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, guarantee or condition, strict liability, negligence,
or other tort to the extent permitted by applicable law.
It also applies even if Microsoft knew or should have known about the possibility of the damages. The
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you because your country may not allow the exclusion or
limitation of incidental, consequential or other damages.

Please note: As this Licensed Content is distributed in Quebec, Canada, some of the clauses in this agreement
are provided below in French.
Remarque : Ce le contenu sous licence étant distribué au Québec, Canada, certaines des clauses dans ce
contrat sont fournies ci-dessous en français.

EXONÉRATION DE GARANTIE. Le contenu sous licence visé par une licence est offert « tel quel ». Toute
utilisation de ce contenu sous licence est à votre seule risque et péril. Microsoft n’accorde aucune autre garantie
expresse. Vous pouvez bénéficier de droits additionnels en vertu du droit local sur la protection dues
consommateurs, que ce contrat ne peut modifier. La ou elles sont permises par le droit locale, les garanties
implicites de qualité marchande, d’adéquation à un usage particulier et d’absence de contrefaçon sont exclues.
LIMITATION DES DOMMAGES-INTÉRÊTS ET EXCLUSION DE RESPONSABILITÉ POUR LES DOMMAGES. Vous
pouvez obtenir de Microsoft et de ses fournisseurs une indemnisation en cas de dommages directs uniquement
à hauteur de 5,00 $ US. Vous ne pouvez prétendre à aucune indemnisation pour les autres dommages, y
compris les dommages spéciaux, indirects ou accessoires et pertes de bénéfices.
Cette limitation concerne:
• tout ce qui est relié au le contenu sous licence , aux services ou au contenu (y compris le code)
figurant sur des sites Internet tiers ou dans des programmes tiers ; et
• les réclamations au titre de violation de contrat ou de garantie, ou au titre de responsabilité
stricte, de négligence ou d’une autre faute dans la limite autorisée par la loi en vigueur.

Elle s’applique également, même si Microsoft connaissait ou devrait connaître l’éventualité d’un tel dommage.
Si votre pays n’autorise pas l’exclusion ou la limitation de responsabilité pour les dommages indirects,
accessoires ou de quelque nature que ce soit, il se peut que la limitation ou l’exclusion ci-dessus ne s’appliquera
pas à votre égard.

EFFET JURIDIQUE. Le présent contrat décrit certains droits juridiques. Vous pourriez avoir d’autres droits prévus
par les lois de votre pays. Le présent contrat ne modifie pas les droits que vous confèrent les lois de votre pays
si celles-ci ne le permettent pas.
Revised December 2011
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About This Course

i

This section provides a brief description of the course, audience, suggested prerequisites, and course
objectives.

Course Description
Note: This first release (‘A’) MOC version of course 20480A has been developed on RTM software.
Microsoft Learning will release a ‘B’ version of this course with enhanced PowerPoint slides, copyedited content, and Course Companion content on Microsoft Learning site.

This course provides an introduction to HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. IT helps students gain basic
HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript programming skills. Students will learn how to use HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
to build responsive and scalable Web applications that can dynamically detect and adapt to different form
factors and device capabilities.

Audience

This course is intended for professional developers who have 6-12 months of programming experience
and who are interested in developing applications using HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3 (either Windows
Store apps for Windows 8 or web applications).
This course is intended for students who have the following experience:
x

1 – 3 months experience creating Web applications

x

1 month experience creating Windows client applications

x

1 month of experience using Visual Studio 2010 or 2012

This course is not intended for developers with three or more months of HTML5 coding experience.

Student Prerequisites
Before attending this course, students must have at least three months professional development
experience.

In addition to their professional experience, students who attend this training should have a combination
of practical and conceptual knowledge related to HTML5 programming. This includes the following
prerequisites:
x

x

Understand the basic HTML document structure:
o

Use HTML tags to display text content.

o

Use HTML tags to display graphics.

o

Use HTML APIs.

Understand how to style common HTML elements using CSS, including:
o

Separating presentation from content.

o

Managing content flow.

o

Managing positioning of individual elements.
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o

Managing content overflow.

o

Basic CSS styling.

Course Objectives
After completing this course, students will be able to:
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x

Explain how to use Visual Studio 2012 to create and run a Web application.

x

Describe the new features of HTML5, and create and style HTML5 pages.

x

Add interactivity to an HTML5 page by using JavaScript.

x

Create HTML5 forms by using different input types, and validate user input by using HTML5
attributes and JavaScript code.

x

Send and receive data to and from a remote data source by using XMLHTTPRequest objects and
jQuery AJAX operations.

x

Style HTML5 pages by using CSS3.

x

Create well-structured and easily-maintainable JavaScript code.

x

Use common HTML5 APIs in interactive Web applications.

x

Create Web applications that support offline operations.

x

Create HTML5 Web pages that can adapt to different devices and form factors.

x

Add advanced graphics to an HTML5 page by using Canvas elements, and by using and Scalable
Vector Graphics.

x

Enhance the user experience by adding animations to an HTML5 page.

x

Use Web Sockets to send and receive data between a Web application and a server.

x

Improve the responsiveness of a Web application that performs long-running operations by
using Web Worker processes.

Course Outline
The course outline is as follows:
Module 1, “Overview of HTML and CSS"
Module 2, “Creating and Styling HTML Pages"
Module 3, “Introduction to JavaScript"
Module 4, “Creating Forms to Collect and Validate User Input"
Module 5, “Communicating with a Remote Server"
Module 6, “Styling HTML5 by Using CSS3"
Module 7, “Creating Objects and Methods by Using JavaScript"
Module 8, “Creating Interactive Pages by Using HTML5 APIs"
Module 9, “Adding Offline Support to Web Applications"
Module 10, “Implementing an Adaptive User Interface"
Module 11, “Creating Advanced Graphics"

Module 12, “Animating the User Interface"
Module 13, “Implementing Real-time Communication by Using Web Sockets"
Module 14, “Performing Background Processing by Using Web Workers"

Course Materials

The following materials are included with your kit:
x
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Course Handbook: a succinct classroom learning guide that provides the critical technical
information in a crisp, tightly-focused format, which is essential for an effective in-class learning
experience.
x

Lessons: guide you through the learning objectives and provide the key points that are critical to
the success of the in-class learning experience.

x

Labs: provide a real-world, hands-on platform for you to apply the knowledge and skills learned
in the module.

x

Module Reviews and Takeaways: provide on-the-job reference material to boost knowledge
and skills retention.

x

Lab Answer Keys: provide step-by-step lab solution guidance.

Course Companion Content: searchable, easy-to-browse digital content with integrated premium
online resources that supplement the Course Handbook.
x

Modules: include companion content, such as questions and answers, detailed demo steps and
additional reading links, for each lesson. Additionally, they include Lab Review questions and
answers and Module Reviews and Takeaways sections, which contain the review questions and
answers, best practices, common issues and troubleshooting tips with answers, and real-world
issues and scenarios with answers.

x

Resources: include well-categorized additional resources that give you immediate access to the
most current premium content on TechNet, MSDN®, or Microsoft® Press®.
Note: For this version of the Courseware on Prerelease Software, Companion Content is not
available. However, the Companion Content will be published when the next (B) version of this
course is released, and students who have taken this course will be able to download the
Companion Content at that time from the
http://www.microsoft.com/learning/companionmoc site. Please check with your instructor
when the ‘B’ version of this course is scheduled to release to learn when you can access
Companion Content for this course.

Student Course files: includes the Allfiles.exe, a self-extracting executable file that contains all
required files for the labs and demonstrations.

Note: For this version of the Courseware on Prerelease Software, Allfiles.exe file is not available.
However, this file will be published when the next (B) version of this course is released, and students
who have taken this course will be able to download the Allfiles.exe at that time from the
http://www.microsoft.com/learning/companionmoc site.

x

iii

Course evaluation: at the end of the course, you will have the opportunity to complete an online
evaluation to provide feedback on the course, training facility, and instructor.

About This Course

x

To provide additional comments or feedback on the course, send an email to
support@mscourseware.com. To inquire about the Microsoft Certification Program, send an
email to mcphelp@microsoft.com.
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Virtual Machine Environment
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About This Course

This section provides the information for setting up the classroom environment to support the business
scenario of the course.

Virtual Machine Configuration
In this course, you will use Microsoft® Hyper-V™to perform the labs.
Important: At the end of each lab, you must close the virtual machine and must not save
any changes. To close a virtual machine (VM) without saving the changes, perform the
following steps:
1. On the virtual machine, on the Action menu, click Close.
2. In the Close dialog box, in the What do you want the virtual machine to do? list, click
Turn off and delete changes, and then click OK.
The following table shows the role of each virtual machine that is used in this course:
Virtual machine

Role

MSL-TMG1

Gateway computer for Internet access

20480A-SEA-DEV11-<Module
#>

Development computer used for building web
applications. Each module uses a different copy of
this virtual machine, called 20480A-SEA-DEV-01
for module 1, 20480A-SEA-DEV11-02 for module
2, and so on.

Software Configuration
The following software is installed on each VM:

x

Microsoft Windows 8 Enterprise

x

Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 Ultimate

x

Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2010

Course Files
The files associated with the labs in this course are located in the E:\Labfiles folder on each virtual
machine.

Classroom Setup
Each classroom computer will have the same virtual machines configured in the same way.

Course Hardware Level

To ensure a satisfactory student experience, Microsoft Learning requires a minimum equipment
configuration for trainer and student computers in all Microsoft Certified Partner for Learning Solutions
(CPLS) classrooms in which Official Microsoft Learning Product courseware is taught.

v
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Hardware Level 6+

x

Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel VT) or AMD Virtualization (AMD-V) processor

x

Dual 120 GB hard disks 7200 RM SATA or better*

x

8GB or higher

x

DVD drive

x

Network adapter with Internet connectivity

x

Super VGA (SVGA) 17-inch monitor

x

Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device

x

Sound card with amplified speakers

*Striped
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In addition, the instructor computer must be connected to a projection display device that supports SVGA
1024 x 768 pixels, 16 bit colors.
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Overview
w of HTML and CSS

Modu
ule Ove
erview

Mo
ost modern web
w applicatio
ons are built upon a foundaation of HTMLL pages that d
describe the co
ontent that
use
ers read and iinteract with, style sheets to
o make that content
c
visually pleasing, an
nd JavaScript code to
pro
ovide a level of
o interactivityy between use
er and page, and
a page and
d server. The web
w browser u
uses the
HT
TML markup aand the style ssheets to rend
der this content, and runs the JavaScript code to implement the
be
ehavior of the application. T
This module reviews the baasics of HTML and CSS, and
d introduces th
he tools
tha
at this course uses to create
e HTML pages and style sh
heets.

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this module
e, you will be able to:
•

w to use HTML elements an
nd attributes tto lay out a web page
Explain how

•

Explain how
w to use CSS tto apply basic styling to a w
web page

•

Describe the tools that M
Microsoft® Vissual Studio® provides for building
b
web applications

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScrript and CSS3
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Lesson 1

Overrview of HTMLL

HTML has bee
H
en the publish
hing language
e of the web ssince 1992. In this lesson, yo
ou will learn tthe
f
fundamentals
s of HTML, how HTML page
es are structurred, and some
e of the basic features that can be
a
added
to an H
HTML page.

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
•

Describe the structure of an HTML p
page.

•

Explain basic HTML ele
ements and atttributes.

•

Create an
nd correctly m
markup an HTM
ML page conttaining text elements.

•

Display graphics in an HTML page by
b using image elements, and link pagess together by using anchor
elements.

•

Create an
n HTML form page.

•

Integrate JavaScript co
ode into an HT
TML page.
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Th
he Structu
ure of an H
HTML Pag
ge

HT
TML is an acro
onym for Hyp
per Text Markkup Language
e. It is a static language thatt determines the
strructure and se
emantic mean
ning of a web page. You use
e HTML to cre
eate content and
a metadataa that
bro
owsers use to render and d
display inform
mation. HTML ccontent can in
nclude text, im
mages, audio, video,
forrms, lists, tables, and many other items. A
An HTML pag
ge can also co
ontain hyperlin
nks, which con
nnect
pages to each o
other and to w
web sites and resources else
ewhere on the
e Internet.
ery HTML pag
ge has the sam
me basic struccture:
Eve
•

A DOCTYPEE declaration sstating which version of HT
TML the page
e uses.

•

An html secction that con
ntains the follo
owing elemen
nts:
o

A head
der that contains informatio
on about the page
p
for the b
browser. This may include iits primary
language (English, C
Chinese, French, and so on),, character sett, associated sstyle sheets an
nd script
files, au
uthor information, and keyw
words for search engines.

o

A bodyy that contains all the viewaable content o
of the page.

a versions of HTML up to and
a including
g HTML5.
This is true for all
n HTML5 web page should include a DO
OCTYPE declaration, and a <html>
<
eleme
ent that in turrn contains
An
a<
<head> eleme
ent containing
g the title and
d character se
et of the page and a <bodyy> element fo
or the
content.
Th
he minimum maintainable
e page
<
<!DOCTYPE htm
ml>
<
<html lang=”e
en”>
<head>
<meta cha
arset=utf-8 />
<title>Th
he Smallest Page</title
e>
</head>
<body>
</body>
<
</html>

The code examp
ple above use
es the DOCTYP
PE declaration
n for HTML5.
<
<!DOCTYPE
html>

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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You should write all your new web pages by using HTML5, but you are likely to see many web pages
written by using HTML 4.01 or earlier. Pages that are not based on HTML5 commonly use one of the
following classes of DOCTYPE:
•

Transitional DOCTYPEs, which allow the use of deprecated, presentation-related elements from
previous versions of HTML.
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd>

•

Frameset DOCTYPEs, which allow the use of frames in addition to the elements allowed by the
transitional DOCTYPE.
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Frameset//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/frameset.dtd">

•

Strict DOCTYPEs, which do not permit the use of frames or deprecated elements from previous
versions of HTML.
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd">

At all times, if you cannot use the HTML5 DOCTYPE you should use the strict HTML 4.01 DOCTYPE. If an
HTML file has no DOCTYPE, browsers may use their own value and might render your web page
inconsistently, so it is important to include the DOCTYPE.
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w of HTML and CSS

Taags, Eleme
ents, Attributes, and
d Contentt

The head and b
body of a web page both usse HTML elem
ments to defin
ne its structure
e and contentts. For
exaample, a paraagraph elemen
nt, representin
ng a paragrap
ph of text on the
t page, con
nsists of:
•

An opening
g tag, <p>, to
o denote the sstart of the paaragraph

•

Text conten
nt

•

A closing taag, </p>, to denote
d
the en
nd of the paragraph

ents are somettimes referred
d to interchangeably, although this is inccorrect. An ele
ement
Tags and eleme
consists of tags and content.
est elements w
within each otther to elicit m
more semanticc information about the co
ontent it contaains. If it is
Ne
no
ot obvious from
m the contextt, indent neste
ed elements tto help keep ttrack of which
h are parent an
nd which
are
e child elemen
nts.
Th
he body of a simple docum
ment
<
<body>
<h1 class=”blue”>An in
ntroduction to elements, tags and c
contents</h1
1>
<p>
<strong>E
Elements</st
trong> consist of <stron
ng>content</
/strong> boo
okended by a
<em>start
t</em> tag a
and an <em>e
end</em> tag.
</p>
<hr />
<p>
Certain e
elements, su
uch as the h
horizontal ru
ule element,
, do not nee
ed content ho
owever
a
and use a
single, s
self-closing
g tag. These
e are known a
as empty ele
ements.
</p>
<
</body>

Each HTML elem
ment tells the browser something about the informatiion that sits b
between its op
pening and
clo
osing tags. For example, the
e strong and em elementss represent “sttrong importa
ance” and “em
mphasis” for
the
eir contents, w
which browsers tend to ren
nder respectively as text in bold
b
and text in italics. h1 elements
rep
present a top--level heading
g in your docu
ument, which browsers ten
nd to render as text in a larg
ge, bold
fon
nt.

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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Attributes provide additional information, presentational or semantic, about the contents of an element.
They appear within the start tag of an element and have a name and a value. The name should be in
lowercase characters. Most values are pre-defined based on the attribute they are for, and should be
contained within quotes. In the previous example, the h1 start tag contains the class attribute set to the
value blue.
Most attributes can qualify only certain elements. However, HTML defines a group of global attributes for
use with any element.
Additional Reading: You can view a complete list HTML global attributes on the W3C web
site, at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267708.
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Displaying Text in HT
TML

Eve
ery web page
e requires content: text and
d images. HTM
ML defines maany elements that
t
enable yo
ou to
strructure that co
ontent and to
o give it some sematic context.

He
eadings and Paragrap
phs
HT
TML has includ
ded elementss to identify paaragraphs and
d headings in a document since v1 in 19
992.
•

<p> identiffies paragraph
hs of text

•

<h1>, <h2
2>, <h3>, …, <
<h6> identiffy six levels of heading text. Use <h1> to
o identify the main
heading of the entire pag
ge, <h2> to iidentify the he
eadings of each section in the page, <h3> to
identify the
e sub-sections within those secondary he
eadings, and sso on.

It iis important to use the heaading and paragraph tags to
t identify secctions, sub-secctions, and texxt content
in a Web page. Headings and
d tags make the content more understan
ndable to read
ders and inde
exers, as
we
ell as easier to
o read on screen.
Ma
arking up tex
xt
<
<body>
<h1>An Introduction to
o HTML</h1>
<p>In this module, we look at the
e history of HTML and CS
SS.</p>
<h2>In the Beginning</
/h2>
<p>
WorldWide
eWeb was a p
piece of sof
ftware writte
en by Sir Ti
im Berners-L
Lee at CERN a
as a
r
replacement f
for
Gopher. I
It and HTML v1 were mad
de open sourc
ce software in 1993. Th
he World Wide
e Web as
w
we know it
started w
with this pi
iece of soft
tware.
</p>
<h3>Browser Wars</h3>
<p>The open
nness of Wor
rldWideWeb m
meant many di
ifferent web
b browsers w
were created early
o
on, including
g Netscape N
Navigator an
nd NCSA Mosai
ic, which la
ater became Internet
E
Explorer.</p>
>
<
</body>

Wh
hen writing H
HTML markup,, remember th
hat any seque
ence of whitesspace characte
ers – spaces, ttabs, and
carriage returnss – inside text are treated ass a single spacce. The only exception
e
to this is when th
hat
seq
quence is insid
de a <pre> e
element, in wh
hich case the browser
b
displaays all the spaaces.

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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Emphasis
HTML defines four elements that denote a change in emphasis in the text they surround from the text in
which they are nested:
•

<strong> identifies text that is more important than its surrounding text. The browser usually renders
this content in bold.

•

<em> identifies text that needs to be stressed. The browser usually renders this content in italics.

•

<b> and <i> identify text to be rendered in bold or in italics, respectively.

You can combine and nest the <strong>, <em>, <b>, and <i> elements to indicate different types of
emphasis.
Browsers can render emphasized text in many different ways.
Adding stress to text
<p>
To <strong>emphasize</strong> is to give extra weight to (a communication); <em>"Her
gesture emphasized her words"</em>.
</p>

Note: The <b> and <i> elements in HTML4 are simply instructions for displaying the text,
rather than specifying than some semantic meaning. In HTML5, it is better to use <strong> and
<em> rather than <b> and <i>.

Lists
Lists organize sets of information in a clear and easily understood format. HTML defines three types of list:
•

Unordered lists group sets of items in no particular order

•

Ordered lists group sets of items in a particular order

•

Definition lists group sets of name-value pairs, such as terms and their definitions

All three list types use a tag to define the start and end of the list - <ul>, <ol>, and <dl> respectively.
Individual list entries are identified with the <li> tag for unordered and ordered lists, while definition lists
use two tags per list item; <dt> for the name, or term, and <dd> for its value, or definition.
HTML provides for listing set of things, steps, and name-value pairs.
Unordered, ordered, and definition lists
<body>
<p>Here’s a small list of HTML editors</p>
<ul>
<li>Notepad</li>
<li>Textmate</li>
<li>Visual Studio</li>
</ul>
<p>Here’s how to write a Web page</p>
<ol>
<li>Create a new text file</li>
<li>Add some HTML</li>
<li>Save the file to a website</li>
</ol>
<p>Here’s a small list of people in the Internet Hall of Fame and what they did</p>
<dl>
<dt>Sir Tim Berners Lee</dt>
<dd>Invented HTML and wrote WorldWideWeb</dd>
<dt>Linus Torvalds</dt>
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Atttaching Scripts
S
to an HTML Page

HT
TML enables yyou to define the layout forr your web pa
ages, but aparrt from the <fform> element it does
no
ot provide for any interactio
on with the usser. Additionaally, the layoutt defined by using
u
HTML markup
m
ten
nds to be fairlly static. You ccan add dynamic behavior to a page by writing JavaSScript code.
There are severaal ways that yyou can includ
de JavaScript in your web page, all involvving the <scriipt>
ele
ement:
•

he content part of a <scrip
pt> element.
Write the JaavaScript on tthe page as th
<script t
type="text/javascript">
alert('
'I am a line
e of JavaScript');
</script>
>

•

Save the JavvaScript in a sseparate file o
on your web site and then rreference it byy using the srrc attribute
of the <script> elementt.
<script t
type="text/javascript" src="alertme
e.js"></script>

•

Reference a third-party JJavaScript file on a different web site.
<script t
type="text/javascript"
src="ht
ttp://ajax.c
contoso.com/ajax/jQuery/
/jquery-1.7.2.js">
</script>
>

The <script> ele
ement has thrree attributes::
•

The type atttribute, which
h identifies wh
hich script lan
nguage is used
d; the default is text/javasscript.

•

The src attrribute, which iidentifies a sccript file for do
ownload; do n
not use src if yyou are writing script
into the con
ntent part of the
t <script> e
element.

•

The charset attribute, wh
hich identifiess the characte
er encoding (for example, u
utf-8, Shift-JIS)) of the
external scrript file; if you are not using
g the src attrib
bute, do not sset the charse
et attribute.

Alw
ways specify b
both start and
d end <script> tags, even iif you are linkking to an exte
ernal script file
e and you
have no content between the
e tags.

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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It is common for a web application to divide JavaScript functionality into several scripts. Additionally,
many web applications use third party JavaScript files (such as those that implement jQuery). The order in
which you add links to JavaScript files is important, and to ensure that they are in scope you must add
links to scripts that define objects and functions before the scripts that use these objects and functions.
Older browsers do not always support JavaScript, and sometimes users running more modern browsers
may disable JavaScript functionality for security reasons. In these cases, any features on your web pages
that use JavaScript may not run correctly. You can alert the user that this is the case by using the
<noscript> element. This element enables a browser to display a message, warning the user that the
page may not operate correctly unless JavaScript is enabled.
Use the <noscript> element to alert users that your page uses JavaScript, and so the user should enable
JavaScript in the browser in order to display your page correctly.
The <noscript> element
<body>
<noscript>This page uses JavaScript. Please enable it in your browser</noscript>
…
Rest of page
…
<script src="MyScripts.js"></script>
</body>

Best Practice: In general, it is good practice to add links to scripts as the last elements
nested inside the <body> element. Also, remember that the order of the scripts is important, so
add links for dependent scripts after those on which they depend.
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Creating and Styling HTML Pages

</small>
</p>
</footer>

</body>
</html>

4.

On the File menu, click Save All.

View the Structure of the Page by Using the F12 Developer Tools
1.

On the Debug menu, click Start Without Debugging.

2.

In Internet Explorer, if the message Intranet settings are turned off by default appears, click Don’t
show this message again.

3.

Press F12.

4.

In the F12 window, click the HTML tab.

5.

Expand the <html> element.

6.

Expand the <body> element.

7.

Expand the <article> element and verify that it contains a <header> element and two <section>
elements.

8.

Expand the <header> element.

9.

Expand the <h1> element.

10. Click each element, and verify that Internet Explorer surrounds each element on the page with a box
as it is selected in the F12 window.
Make a Temporary Change to the Page by Using the F12 Developer Tools
1.

In the <h1> element, click Contact Contoso Conferencing .

2.

Change this text to We'd love to hear from you…, and then press ENTER.

3.

Verify that Internet Explorer displays the modified text.

4.

Press F12 to close the F12 window.

5.

Close Internet Explorer, and then close Visual Studio 2012.

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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removeEventListener(event, listenerFunction, bubbles), which removes the listener function from
the element for the given eventname.
helpIcon.removeEventListener("mouseover", "ShowHelpText", false);

Note: Keep the code in an event handler short and concise. Long-running event handlers
may impact the responsiveness of the browser.
Some events in the HTML DOM 'bubble', meaning that if the event occurs on an element (and it is or isn't
handled), the event will then also fire on the element's parent node and then on its grandparent node and
so on until the event reaches an element where it may not bubble any further or it reaches the root node.
Both addEventListener and removeEventListener have an optional third Boolean parameter indicating
whether or not this is the case.
Note: Note that Internet Explorer 6, Internet Explorer 7, and Internet Explorer 8 do not
support addEventListener() and removeEventListener(). Use the similar attachEvent() and
detachEvent() functions instead.
The following example shows how to bind a small script, which in this case copies the contents of a text
box to the screen, to the onClick event of a form button.
Binding an action to an event with the DOM
Binding an action to an event with the DOM
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>Binding events with JQuery</title>
<script type="text/javascript" src="Scripts/jquery-1.8.0.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<p>
<label>Write Your Name:
<input type="text" id="NameBox" /></label></p>
<input type="button" id="submit" value="Click to submit" />
</form>
<div id="thankYouArea"></div>
<script type="text/javascript">
function sayThankYou() {
var userName = document.getElementById("NameBox").value;
var thankYou = document.createElement("p");
thankYou.textContent = "Thank you " + userName;
document.getElementById("thankYouArea").appendChild(thankYou);
}
document.getElementById("submit").addEventListener("click", sayThankYou);
</script>
</body>
</html>
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Lesson 3

Introd
duction
n to jQu
uery

Wrriting JavaScriipt code to co
ontrol the browser and the contents of a web page haas often been a timeconsuming taskk. The different ways that brrowsers have implemented
d the DOM ovver the years have
h
been
sim
milar, but almo
ost never the same. Writing
g JavaScript code has often
n meant a lot of effort to su
upport all
bro
owsers, or com
mpromising yyour site to fully support on
nly one or two
o browsers.
jQuery is an ope
en source Java
aScript libraryy that deals wiith cross-brow
wser incompattibilities for yo
ou, leaving
you free to write
e one piece o
of code that ru
uns on all brow
wsers. It proviides a lightwe
eight but pow
werful
solution for sele
ecting, creatin
ng, and manip
pulating eleme
ents on a page, handling usser events in the
t
bro
owser, and making AJAX ca
alls to web services. It also has an active developmentt community w
writing and
improving manyy plug-in scrip
pts to provide
e amazing effe
ects that you can use in you
ur sites.
ely contributes to jQuery an
nd has include
es the jQuery library in new
w ASP.NET web site and
Miicrosoft active
we
eb application
n projects in V
Visual Studio.

Le
esson Obje
ectives
Aftter completing this lesson, you will be ab
ble to:
x

pabilities of jQ
Query.
List the cap

x

Select and traverse
t
throu
ugh set of elem
ments by usin
ng jQuery.

x

Add, removve, and modifyy elements fro
om a page byy using jQueryy.

x

Handle con
ntrol events byy using jQueryy.
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2.

The purpose of this function is to create a list element containing the name of the session passed in
as the parameter.

3.

Add JavaScript code to create a <li> element, set its text content to the session title, and then return
this element.

X Task 4: Implement the displaySchedule function that adds session items to the list
for display
1.

In the schedule.js file, find the TODO: Task 4 comment. This comment is located in the
displaySchedule function, which looks like this:
function displaySchedule () {
clearList();
...
};

2.

The purpose of this function is to display the title of each session in the list on the Schedule page.

3.

Add JavaScript code to iterate over the schedule array using a for loop, create a session object for
each item in the array, and add the title of the session to the list element on the Schedule page.

4.

The list is available in the list variable, and you can use the createSessionElement function to create
a list item for each session.

X Task 5: Run the web application and view the Schedule page
1.

Run the application and view the schedule.htm page to verify that the list of sessions is displayed.
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The Schedule pa
age should lo
ook like this:

FIGURE 3.1: THE SCH
HEDULE PAGE
E WITH SESSIONS DISPLA
AYED

Note: Rem
member that yyou can use the F12 Develo
oper Tools in Internet Explo
orer to debug
g
your application
n. Also, if you make any cha
anges to yourr code, make ssure to clear tthe browser
cacche before running the app
plication again (press CTRLL+R in the F12
2 Developer Tools window).
Ottherwise, Interrnet Explorer may attempt to run the pre
evious version
n of your JavaaScript code.

Re
esults: After co
ompleting thiis exercise, you will have ad
dded a Schedu
ule page to th
he ContosoCo
onf
ap
pplication thatt displays the details of con
nference sessio
ons.
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Exercise 2: Handling Events
Scenario
In this exercise, you will add check boxes to the Schedule page to enable the user to specify which
sessions should be displayed, according to the tracks that they are in.
First, you will add two checkbox HTML elements to the Schedule page; the first will enable the user to
specify that the sessions for track 1 should be listed, and the second will enable the user to specify that
the sessions for track 2 should be listed (if both checkboxes are checked, then the sessions for track 1 and
track 2 will both be listed). Then you will add JavaScript code to handle the click events of these
checkboxes; you will update the displaySchedule function to show only sessions that are in the tracks
currently selected by the checkboxes. Finally, you will run the application and view the Schedule page to
verify that selecting and deselecting the checkboxes correctly updates the session list.
The main tasks for this exercise are as follows:
1. Add checkbox HTML elements
2. Write code to get the checkbox elements from the Schedule page
3. Add click event listeners for each checkbox
4. Update the displaySchedule function to display the sessions for selected tracks
5. Run the web application and view the Schedule page

X Task 1: Add checkbox HTML elements
1.

In Visual Studio, open the ContosoConf.sln solution in the E:\LabFiles\Starter\Exercise 2 folder.
This project contains a working version of the application as it should appear at the end of exercise 1.

2.

In the schedule.htm file, before the schedule list, add two checkboxes with labels for track 1 and
track 2.

3.

Set the checkboxes id attributes to be show-track-1 and show-track-2.

4.

Mark the checkboxes as checked by default.

X Task 2: Write code to get the checkbox elements from the Schedule page
1.

In the scripts\pages folder, open the schedule.js file.

2.

After the list variable is defined, add two variables named track1Checkbox and track2Checkbox

3.

Add JavaScript code to get the checkbox elements show-track-1 and show-track-2 from the DOM
and reference them in these variables.

X Task 3: Add click event listeners for each checkbox
1.

At the end of the schedule.js file, add an event listener for the click event of each checkbox. The
event handler for each checkbox should call the displaySchedule function.

X Task 4: Update the displaySchedule function to display the sessions for selected
tracks
1.

Modify the displaySchedule function to add sessions to the list only when they are in the currently
selected tracks (one track, both tracks, or neither track might be selected).

Note: Examine the track1Checkbox and track2Chebox elements to determine which
track the user has selected.
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Declaring a Form in HTML5

Usse the <form>
> element to define an inp
put form in an HTML5 page
e.
A typical
t
HTML5
5 form looks llike this:
An
n HTML5 Forrm
<
<form name="u
userLogin" m
method="post
t" action="lo
ogin.aspx">
<fieldset>
<legend>E
Enter your l
log in details:</legend>
>
<div id="usernameFie
eld" class="field">
<input id="uname" name="usern
name" type="t
text" placeh
holder="Firs
st and Last N
Name" />
<label for="uname"
">User's Nam
me:</label>
</div>
<div id="passwordFie
eld" class="field">
<input id="pwd" na
ame="passwor
rd" type="pas
ssword" plac
ceholder="Pa
assword" />
<label for="pwd">U
User's Passw
word:</label>
>
</div>
</fieldset>
>
<input type
e="submit" v
value="Send" />
<
</form>

The <form> ele
ement has the
e following atttributes:
x

The name o
of the form. T
This attribute is
i used by the
e server to refe
erence the fie
elds on the forrm during
processing.

x

The action performed w
when the user submits the fo
orm to the server. This is a URL to which
h the form
will be sent. If you omit tthe URL, the form
f
is sent to
o the current U
URL of the we
eb page.

x

od to be used to send the d
data. When submitting dataa to the serverr by using a fo
orm, this
The metho
attribute sh
hould normallyy be set to po
ost.

A form
f
containss one or more
e input fields e
enclosed in a <fieldset> ellement. You use
u this eleme
ent to draw
ab
box around th
he set of fieldss, and add a la
abel to the set by using the
e <legend> element.
e
The <
<fieldset>
ele
ement is optio
onal, but it can
n be very usefful on larger fforms, where it is helpful to
o the user to ssee labeled
secctions.
Wiithin the <fieldset> eleme
ent, you add a <div> eleme
ent for each ffield in the forrm, adding cla
ass="field"
as an attribute. CSS can use the
t class to styyle the form. A
Adding a div element gives you a place to state
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column-count : 3;
column-gap : 5rem;
column-rule : 1px solid black;
}

There are four main properties for creating multiple column layouts:
x

column-count sets the number of columns to be used.

x

column-width sets the width of the columns.

x

column-gap sets the padding between the column.

x

column-rule sets the properties of the line drawn between columns.

Support for multiple-column layouts is limited at present, although it is available in Internet Explorer 10.
Reference Links: You can find the latest draft of the CSS3 Multi-Column Layout Module at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267727.
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3
3.

Set the fo
ont-size, textt-alignment, text-decorattion, and textt-transforma
ation properties for the
Register link:

x

Make the
e text appear in
i upper case with a font siize of 2.7rem.

x

Set the te
ext color to white.

x

Add a 1p
px black text shadow.

x

Set the te
ext alignment to center.

x

Do not ap
pply any additional text decoration.

6-39
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If you run
n the applicatiion at this point, the Registter link will loo
ok like this in the page hea
ader:

FIGUR
RE 6.10: THE R
REGISTER LIN
NK

X Task 3: Style
S
the Re
egister Link Backgroun
nd, Shape, and Rotation
n Propertiess
1
1.

The Regisster link is currrently quite d
difficult to see. Add a linearr gradient bacckground to th
he Register
link. Use tthe colors #a8
80000 and #7
740404.

2
2.

Set the bo
order-radiuss property to m
make the Reg
gister link circcular.

3
3.

Rotate the Register lin
nk 6 degrees cclockwise.

4
4.

Implemen
nt the headerr.page-heade
er .register:hover CSS rule
e, to change th
he backgroun
nd linear
gradient colors to #bc0
0101 and #8cc0909 when th
he mouse hovvers over the link.
l

5
5.

Implemen
nt the headerr.page-heade
er .register:before CSS rule to create a circular, dotte
ed border
around th
he Register link. Specify th
he border colo
or #740404.

6
6.

Make the
e border slighttly wider and taller than the Register lin
nk, and adjust the position of the borderr
to center it on the link (adjust the to
op and right properties byy -0.7rem.)

X Task 4: Test
T
the Reg
gister Link
1
1.

Run the aapplication an
nd view the in
ndex.htm pag
ge. :
The Regisster link shoulld look like this:

FIGUR
RE 6.11: THE S
STYLED REGISTER LINK
2
2.

Verify thaat the Registe
er link change
es color when the mouse ho
overs over it.

3
3.

Close Inte
ernet Explorerr.
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Modu
ule Ove
erview

Co
ode reuse and ease of main
ntenance are kkey objectivess of writing we
ell-structured applications. If you can
me
eet these obje
ectives, you w
will reduce the costs associated with writing and mainttaining your ccode.
This module desscribes how to
o write well-sttructured JavaaScript code b
by using langu
uage featuress such as
namespaces, ob
bjects, encapsu
ulation, and in
nheritance. Th
hese conceptss might seem familiar if you
u have
experience in a language succh as Java or C#,
C but the JavvaScript appro
oach is quite different and there are
maany subtleties that you musst understand
d if you want tto write mainttainable code.

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this module
e, you will be able to:
x

Write well-sstructured JavvaScript code..

x

Use JavaScrript code to crreate custom objects.

x

Implement object-orientted technique
es by using JavvaScript idiom
ms.
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Lesson 1

Writiing We
ell-Strucctured JavaScrript Cod
de

As web appliccations grow in size, it beco
A
omes increasin
ngly importan
nt to properly structure you
ur code so
t
that
you can m
maintain it mo
ore easily. Thiis lesson will show
s
you seve
eral technique
es to help you
u achieve this
g
goal.

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
x

Explain th
he scoping rules for local va
ariables, and describe
d
how hoisting workks.

x

Use imme
ediately invokked functions, strict mode, and namespaaces to minimiize global nam
me clashes in
a web application.

x

Use comm
mon global ob
bjects and fun
nctions availab
ble in the stan
ndard JavaScrript language.
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Sccoping and Hoisting
g

JavvaScript has m
many syntacticc similarities to other popular contempo
orary program
mming languag
ges such as
C#
#, C++, and Jaava. However, there are sevveral subtle diffferences thatt often surprisse experienced
d
de
evelopers, because the syntax looks similar but has a different
d
mean
ning.
On
ne area of con
nfusion for som
me developerrs concerns th
he concept of scoping and hoisting. The term scope
de
escribes the vissibility of a va
ariable. When you declare a variable in JaavaScript, it has one of two
o scopes:
x

A variable h
has global sco
ope if it define
ed outside of a function.

x

A variable h
has function scope if it is de
efined inside a function.

ope in JavaScript is subtly d
different from
m scope in C#, C++, or Javaa. Specifically, JavaScript do
oes not
Sco
pport the con
sup
ncept of blockk-scoped variaables. If you declare a variable inside a b
block, the visib
bility of the
variable is elevaated to functio
on scope, as iff the variable was declared at the start o
of the function
n. This
lan
nguage featurre, whereby va
ariables declared inside a b
block are eleva
ated to function scope, is known
k
as
ho
oisting.
The following exxample demo
onstrates how scoping and hoisting workk in JavaScriptt. Note the following
po
oints:
x

global variable named num
m and assigns it the value 7
7.
The examplle declares a g

x

The demon
nstrateScopin
ngAndHoisting() function declares a local variable named num in
nside an if
statement b
block, and asssigns it the vallue 42. This vaariable is hoistted automaticcally to function scope,
as if it was d
declared at th
he start of the demonstrate
eScopingAnd
dHoisting() function.

x

After the if statement, th
he local num vvariable is still in scope. The
erefore the allert() function
n displays
the local nu
um variable (4
42), not the gllobal num variable (7).
<script>
var n
num = 7;
funct
tion demonst
trateScopingA
AndHoisting(
() {
i
if (true) {
var num = 42;
}
a
alert("The v
value of num is " + num)
);
}
</script>
>
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M
Managing
t Globaal Namesp
the
pace

If yyou are familiar with C, C#,, Java, Visual B
Basic, or almo
ost any contem
mporary programming lang
guage, you
will be aware off the concept of using namespaces to avvoid name classhes.
obal name claashes can be a big problem
m in JavaScriptt. Any global variables
v
that you declare iin your
Glo
code will be acccessible by all the JavaScrip
pt code in the web applicatiion. Given this fact, it is alm
most
ine
evitable that yyou will soone
er or later define a variable name that clashes with an
nother global vvariable, no
maatter how hard
d you try to aadopt a namin
ng convention
n aimed at enssuring the uniqueness of vaariable
names. In additiion, your JavaaScript applicaations may use
e third-party libraries that define their o
own global
variables, and yo
ou have little control (if anyy) over how these variabless are named.
JavvaScript provides several m
mechanisms th
hat help you to
o avoid globa
al name clashe
es, including:
x

nctions
Immediately invoked fun

x

es
Namespace

x

Strict mode
e

Im
mmediately
y Invoked Fu
unctions
An
n immediatelyy invoked funcction is a funcction that is de
efined and run immediatelyy. You define an
immediately invvoked function by wrapping
g it in an anonymous functtion call that is immediatelyy executed.
The following exxample showss the syntax fo
or an immediaately invoked function:
(functio
on() {
// St
tatements in
nside the function…
}) ();

An
n immediatelyy invoked funcction is run ass soon as it has been define
ed. Any variab
bles and otherr functions
cre
eated inside th
he function body are scope
ed to the imm
mediately invo
oked function,, and they disaappear as
soo
on as the imm
mediately invo
oked function has finished. In this way, yyou can guarantee that thesse variables
and functions will
w not pollute
e the global namespace.
any JavaScriptt programmers use this tecchnique to enssure that the JJavaScript cod
de specific to a web
Ma
page is isolated from the JavaaScript code ffor other web pages.
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Namespaces
JavaScript namespaces provide another way to avoid global name clashes. In JavaScript, a namespace is a
global variable with variables and functions attached to it.
The following example shows how to define a namespace named MyNamespace, containing two
functions and two variables:
var MyNamespace = {
myFunction1: function(someParameters) {
// Implementation code…
},
myFunction2: function(someParameters) {
// Implementation code…
},
message: "Hello World",
count = 42
}

Outside of the namespace declaration, you can access its functions and variables by using a qualified
name that specifies the namespace. The following example shows how to access namespace members:
MyNamespace.myFunction1(someParameterValues);
MyNamespace.message = "Goodbye all";

Namespaces do not provide any privacy or encapsulation; the members defined inside a namespace are
completely visible to external code, by using properly qualified names such as those shown in the
previous example.

Strict Mode
The rules for declaring variables in JavaScript are fairly relaxed. If you omit the var keyword in a variable
declaration, the variable is implicitly given global scope. This means you can accidentally declare a new
global variable without realizing it, as illustrated in the following example:
function someFunction() {
var errorCode = 100;
count = 0;
count;
...
}

// Declares a local variable named errorCode.
// Implicitly declares a global variable named

To avoid accidentally declaring global variables by omitting the var keyword, you can use strict mode as
follows:
function someFunction() {
"use strict";
// Other statements.
}

When you use strict mode, you will get an error if you try to declare a variable without using var;
JavaScript will not automatically promote the variable to global scope.
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Singleton O
Objects an
nd Global Functionss in JavaSccript

On
ne of the best known design patterns in object-orientted development is the sing
gleton pattern
n. The
sin
ngleton patterrn describes h
how to ensure that there is only ever a single instance of a class in e
existence.
Typical uses of tthe singleton pattern might include the following classses:
x

A database driver manag
ger class that is responsible
e for choosing
g which databaase driver to use
u to open
a connectio
on to a databaase.

x

A screen maanager class tthat is responssible for organizing the layyout of window
ws in a single screen.

x

A mathema
atical class tha
at provides alg
gebraic and trrigonometric ffunctions such as sin, cos, aand tan.

orts the single
eton pattern, and there are
e several globaal singleton o
objects that co
ome as part
JavvaScript suppo
of the standard JavaScript lib
brary, such as Math and JSO
ON.
x

ns and
The Math o
object provide
es mathematical functions and constantss. You access these function
constant vaalues directly tthrough the M
Math object; yyou do not create a Math o
object first. Th
he
following exxample showss how to acce
ess some of th
he members o
of the Math object:
var radiu
us = 100 * M
Math.random();
var circu
umference = 2 * Math.PI * radius;
var area = Math.PI * Math.pow(radius, 2);

x

The JSON o
object provide
es methods fo
or converting values to Java
aScript Objectt Notation (JSSON)
strings, and
d for convertin
ng JSON string
gs back to vallues. The follo
owing example
e shows how to use the
JSON objecct:
var anObj
ject;
...
var anObj
jectAsJsonSt
tring = JSON.stringify(a
anObject);
var anObj
jectAgain = JSON.parse(anObjectAsJs
sonString);

JavvaScript also p
provides a sett of global com
mmon functio
ons and prope
erties that can
n be used with
h all the
bu
uilt-in JavaScript objects, such as parseIn
nt(), parseFlo
oat(), and isNa
an(). The follo
owing example shows
ho
ow to use thesse global funcctions:
var ageEn
nteredByUser
r;
var heigh
htEnteredByU
User;
…
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C
Creating
S
Simple Ob
bjects

JJavaScript deffines a standard object nam
med Object. Y
You can create
e a new objecct by using the
e following
s
simple
syntax:
var emp
ployee1 = new Object();

This statemen
T
nt creates an o
object with no
o properties and very limite
ed functionalitty (it only hass the methodss
p
provided
by the Object typ
pe), and assigns the object to a variable named emplo
oyee1. You caan use the
e
employee1
vvariable to acccess the object.
A simpler wayy to create an object is to u
use braces {}. The
T following example is se
emantically eq
quivalent to
t first example:
the
var e
employee2 = {};

A
Adding
Pro
operties to an Object
Empty objectss are not veryy useful, so JavvaScript enablles you to add
E
d properties to
o an object byy using the
f
following
synttax:
objectR
Reference.propertyName = value;

A property can either hold a data value or refer to a ffunction. If the
e property reffers to a functtion, the
p
property
is kn
nown as a metthod. Inside a method, the keyword thiss refers to the object upon which the
m
method
was invoked (usually the object containing th
he method). T
The following example show
ws how to
a some datta properties to
add
t an existing employee object, and how
w to add a me
ethod to implement
b
behavior
on the object:
employe
ee1.name = "John Smith";
employe
ee1.age = 21;
employe
ee1.salary = 10000;
employe
ee1.payRise = function(a
amount) {
// Inside a method, "this"
" means the current object.
this.salary += amount;
ret
turn this.salary;
}
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Note: JavaScript does not support overloaded functions. This is because JavaScript has no
notion of function signatures. If you define a function for an object that has the same name as an
existing function, the new function will replace the existing function. The situation is analogous to
assigning a new value to a data property; the old value is overwritten with the new value.

Accessing Properties on an Object
To access a property or invoke a method on an object, use the following syntax:
objectReference.propertyName = value;
objectReference.functionName(parameters);

The following example shows how to access data properties and invoke methods on an employee object:
var newSalary = employee1.payRise(1000);
document.write("New salary for employee1 is " + newSalary);

Programming in HTTML5 with JavaScrippt and CSS3
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U
Using
Objject Literaal Notation

Object literal notation provvides a shorthand way for d
O
defining an ob
bject and setting its properrties. Object
l
literal
notation has the follo
owing syntax::
var obj
jectName = {
pro
operty1: value1,
pro
operty2: value2,
...
};

T following example sho
The
ows how to cre
eate a new ob
bject and define its propertties:
var emp
ployee1 = {
nam
me: "John Smith",
age
e: 21,
salary: 10000
};

You can also define
Y
d
methods as part of the
t object deffinition. Imple
ement each m
method inline by using the
s
syntax
functio
on(){…}. With
hin the functio
on, the this ke
eyword referss to the targett object. The ffollowing
e
example
show
ws how to crea
ate an object that containss properties an
nd methods. T
The methods reference
p
properties
thaat are part of tthe same obje
ect:
var emp
ployee2 = {
nam
me: "Mary Jones",
age
e: 42,
salary: 20000,
pay
yRise: function(amount) {
this.salary += amount;
return this.salary;
},
dis
splayDetails: function()
) {
alert(this.name + " is
s " + this.a
age + " and earns " + th
his.salary);
}
};
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Ussing Consstructors

In JavaScript, a cconstructor is a function th
hat assigns pro
operties to this object. A co
onstructor in JJavaScript
plaays a similar ro
ole to a class definition in C
C#, Java, or C++, because iit enables you
u to define a common
c
set
of properties for objects of th
he same type.
Yo
ou can use a constructor fun
nction to crea
ate a new obje
ect and initialize its values. The constructtor
fun
nction can takke parameterss to indicate the initial values for propertties of the objject. Inside the
constructor, use
e the this keyw
word to set prroperty valuess on the targe
et object.
es a constructtor function named Accoun
nt, which assigns propertie
es that
The following exxample define
rep
present a bank account:
var Accou
unt = function (id, name) {
this.
.id = id;
this.
.name = name
e;
this.
.balance = 0
0;
this.
.numTransact
tions = 0;
};

Aftter you have defined
d
a con
nstructor functtion, you can use the consttructor to creaate a new obje
ect by
usiing the new kkeyword. You can pass paraameters into tthe constructo
or function to
o specify the in
nitial values
forr the object. W
When you create an object by using the new keyword
d, JavaScript p
performs the ffollowing
ste
eps:
1.

It creates a new object.

2.

It sets the cconstructor p
property of the
e new object to point to th
he constructorr function.

3.

It assigns th
his to refer to the new obje
ect.

4.

It invokes th
he code in the
e constructor function on tthe new objecct, to set the p
properties on the object.

es two Account objects and sets their prroperties. Afte
er these statem
ments,
The following exxample create
or and acc2.cconstructor p
point to the A
Account consttructor functio
on.
acc1.constructo
var acc1 = new Accou
unt(1, "John");
var acc2 = new Accou
unt(2, "Mary");
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U
Using
Pro
ototypes

Constructors aare just functiions that create new objectts. If you use tthe same consstructor to cre
C
eate two
o
objects,
each object gets its own set of p
properties as d
defined by the
e constructor function. Wh
hile this is
u
useful
for dataa properties, the
t same mecchanism is nott quite so useful for metho
ods; each object gets its
o
own
copy of tthe methods defined
d
by the constructor,, despite the ffact that they are logically aall the same
p
piece
of code, and each copy of the metthod occupiess its own spacce in memory and has a corrresponding
m
management
overhead. It iis clearly wastteful of resourrces if you cre
eate hundredss or thousandss of instances
o an object b
of
by using the sa
ame construcctor.
Prototypes givve you a way to share funcctions between
P
n objects creaated by using the same con
nstructor. All
J
JavaScript
objjects, including constructorr functions, haave a special p
property named prototype
e. The
p
prototype
is really just anotther object to
o which you ca
an assign new
w properties and methods; you use it as
a blueprint fo
or creating new
w objects. It aautomatically provides a sett of functions and other pro
operties that
a inherited ffrom the prottotype of the Object type b
are
by using a me
echanism know
wn as prototyype chaining.
P
Prototype
chaaining is descrribed in more detail in the next lesson.
Note: T
The prototype of the Objecct type provides useful funcctionality such
h as the toString
method, whicch returns a string representation of an object.
m
o
The following example setss the prototyp
T
pe on the Acccount constructor function shown in the previous
t
topic.
The exa
ample adds methods
m
to imp
plement bankk account beh
havior:
Account
t.prototype = {
dep
posit: function(amount) {
this.balance += amount
t;
this.numTransactions++
+;
},
wit
thdraw: function(amount)
) {
this.balance -= amount
t;
this.numTransactions++
+;
},
dis
splayDetails: function()
) {
alert(this.id + ", " +
this.name + " ba
alance $" +
this.balance + " (" +
this.numTransact
tions + " tr
ransactions)");
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}
};

When you create an object by using a constructor function, the new object delegates functionality to the
prototype property of the constructor function. What this means is that the new object has access to all
of the properties defined in the constructor function and all of the properties defined by the prototype for
the constructor function. However, the properties defined by the prototype are shared by all instances of
the object. All objects created by using a constructor function have their own set of properties that are
defined by the constructor function, but they share the properties defined by the prototype with all other
objects created by using the same constructor function. So, you can define shared functionality such as
methods by using a prototype, and this functionality will not be duplicated. You can use the same feature
to implement shared data properties (similar to static or class properties in other object-oriented
languages).
The following example creates some objects by using the Account constructor function, and illustrates
how you can invoke the methods defined in the prototype object of the Account constructor function.
The important point to realize is that the data properties defined in the Account constructor (id, name,
balance, and numtransactions) are specific to each object (acc1 and acc2), whereas the methods
defined by the prototype (deposit, display, and withdraw) are shared by all instances. The this object
used by these functions references the appropriate instance:
var acc1 = new Account(1, "John");
var acc2 = new Account(2, "Mary");
acc1.deposit(100);
acc1.display();
acc2.withdraw(50);
acc2.display();
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U
Using
the
e Object.crreate Method

The Object object has a create() metho
T
od that enable
es you to create an object b
based on an e
existing
p
prototype,
and optionally p
provide additiional propertiies. This function enables yo
ou to implem
ment an
e
efficient
form of inheritancce based on prototypes.
T general syyntax for the Object.create() method iss as follows:
The
Object.create(prototypeObject, properties
sObject)

x

The proto
otypeObject parameter sp
pecifies the ob
bject to use ass the prototyp
pe for the new
w object. You
can invokke the Object.getPrototyp
peOf() method if you want to obtain the
e prototype off an existing
object to use here.

x

The prop
pertiesObjectt parameter is optional, and
d specifies an object whose
e properties w
will be added
into the n
new object.

T following example crea
The
ates an objectt by using a n
null prototype
e, and adds tw
wo properties:
var obj
j1 = Object.create(null, { prop1 = "hello", prop2 = "world
d" });

Note: Iff you do speciify a null prototype, the on
nly functionalitty available in
n the new obje
ect
will be that de
w
efined by the properties ob
bject. This meaans that meth
hods normallyy inherited fro
om
O
Object,
such aas toString and the + operator, will nott be available.
T next exam
The
mple creates aan object by u
using the prottotype of the A
Account consstructor functtion:
// Acco
ount constructor functio
on, same as before.
var Acc
count = function (id, na
ame) { … };
// Acco
ount prototype, same as before.
Account
t.prototype = { ... };
// Crea
ate an object by using t
the Account prototype.
var obj
j2 = Object.create(Objec
ct.getProtot
typeOf(Account));
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I
Implemen
nting Enca
apsulation
n

Encapsulation
E
n is an importa
ant principle in
i object-oriented develop
pment; it shield
ds external co
ode from the
i
internal
workiings of a classs. Encapsulatio
on helps to make code simpler, more sellf-contained, aand
m
maintainable
by reducing d
dependenciess on other classses.
Classic object-oriented lang
C
guages have keywords
k
such as public, p
protected, and private thaat specify the
a
accessibility
o
of members in
n a class. JavaSScript does no
ot have these keywords, but instead usess a technique
k
known
as clossures to achievve encapsulattion.
Closures enab
C
ble you to deffine encapsula
ated variables for an objectt, and expose the variables through a sett
o public acce
of
essor functions. To impleme
ent closures, d
define a consttructor functio
on and add th
he following
c
code:
1
1.

Declare vvariables witho
out using the this keyword. The absence
e of the this kkeyword mean
ns that the
variables have local sco
ope, and are vvisible only inside the consttructor functio
on.

2
2.

Declare m
methods to ge
et and set the values of the
e variables. Use
e the this keyyword when d
declaring
these methods to ensu
ure they are viisible to external code.

The following example sho
T
ows how to use closures to achieve encap
psulation. The
e name and a
age variables
a effectivelyy private to Pe
are
erson objects, whereas the getName(), getAge(), setName(), and
d setAge()
m
methods
are public.
p
U
Using
Closurres to Achieve Encapsulattion
var Person = function(
(name, age)
{
// Private prope
erties.
var _
_name, _age;
;
// Public method
ds defined in the constructor have access to p
private properties.
this.getName = f
function()
{
return _
_name;
}
this.setName = f
function(nam
me)
{
_name = nam
me;
}
this.getAge = fu
unction()
{
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return _age;
}
this.setAge = function(age)
{
if (age > 0 && age < 100)
_age = age;
}
// Constructor logic.
_name = name;
this.setAge(age);
}
// Public methods defined in the prototype do not have access to private properties.
Car.prototype =
{
toString: function()
{
return this.getName() + " is " + this.getAge();
}
}
// External code.
var person1 = new Person("Joe", 21);
alert(person1.toString());
// Displays "Joe is 21"
alert(person1._name);
// Displays "undefined"

Note: JavaScript also provides accessor properties enabling a programmer to encapsulate
data behind get and set functions by using the Object.defineProperty function. Property
accessors also support patterns such as read-only properties. For more information, visit
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267730.
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I
Implemen
nting Inhe
eritance by
y Chaining
g Prototy
ypes

IIn class-based
d languages su
uch as C#, Javva, and C++, yyou implemen
nt inheritance
e by defining a class that
e
extends
from an existing class. In JavaScript, you implement inherittance by defin
ning an object that extendss
a existing ob
an
bject.
You can use several
Y
s
JavaScript language
e mechanisms to implement inheritance. You can use the
O
Object.create
e function to implement a form of inherritance that su
upports shared
d functions an
nd instance
d
data.
Anotherr common app
proach that gives you more
e refined conttrol over the iinheritance mechanism
m
is
t make use o
to
of constructorr function prototypes, as fo
ollows:
1
1.

Define the base constrructor and pro
ototype.

2
2.

Define the derived con
nstructor.

3
3.

Set the prototype pro
operty of the d
derived constrructor to be aan instance of the base obje
ect. This
ensures that the derive
ed object has access to all tthe members defined in the
e base prototyype.

4
4.

Reset the
e constructor property in the derived prrototype so th
hat it refers ba
ack to the derived
constructtor.

Note: A prototype ha
as a reference
e to the constructor with which it is assocciated. If you
don't set the constructor
d
c
p
property of th
he derived pro
ototype to the
e derived consstructor, it willl
c
continue
to re
eference the b
base constructtor, which ma
ay cause problems later when your JavaSScript
c
code
needs to
o resolve referrences to prop
perties in the derived class..
T following example sho
The
ows how to im
mplement inhe
eritance in JavvaScript by usiing prototype
e chaining.
I
Implementin
ng Inheritancce by Using P
Prototype Cha
aining
// Base con
nstructor.
var Person = function(
(name, age) {
this.na
ame = name;
this.ag
ge = age;
}
// Base pro
ototype.
Person.prot
totype = {
haveBir
rthday: func
ction() {
this
s.age++;
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Lab: R
Refining
g Code for Ma
aintaina
ability a
and Exttensibility

Sccenario
The existing JavvaScript code ffor the Conto
osoConf websiite has been written
w
withou
ut much high--level
strructure or organization. Wh
hile this appro
oach is fine for small piecess of code, it will not scale up for a
larrger project. A
An unstructure
ed collection o
of functions aand variables scattered
s
thro
oughout a JavvaScript file
can quickly beco
ome unmainttainable.
efore impleme
enting more w
website features by using JaavaScript, you decide to reffactor the exissting code
Be
ng code will b
to introduce bettter organizattional practice
es. The resultin
be more main
ntainable and provide a
go
ood pattern fo
or implementing future web
bsite features..

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this lab, you
u will be able to:
x

es for writing JavaScript co
ode.
Implement good practice

x

Refactor JavvaScript code to use objectt-oriented principles.

Esttimated Time:: 60 minutes
x

Virtual Macchines: 20480A
A-SEA-DEV11
1-07, MSL-TMG1

x

User Name: Student

x

P
Password: Pa$$w0rd
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Exercise 1: Object Inheritance
Scenario
In this exercise, you will create a utility function named Object.inherit. The purpose of this function is to
define a prototype object and initialization function, which can then be used to create new instances of a
type.
The following example uses Object.inherit to define a Circle prototype. This prototype is then used to
create a circle object.
The initialize function is similar to a constructor in other object-oriented languages such as C# and Java;
it initializes the state of a new object, often based on the parameters passed to it.
Using a Prototype to Initialize an Object
var Circle = Object.inherit({
initialize: function (radius) {
this.radius = radius;
},
area: function () {
return Math.PI * this.radius * this.radius;
},
circumference: function() {
return 2 * Math.PI * this.radius;
}
});
// Create and use a Circle object
var c = Circle.create(10);
alert(c.area());
alert(c.circumference());

The inherit function has been partially defined, but the JavaScript file containing it needs completing.
Next, you will prevent variables from leaking into global scope by using an immediately invoked function
expression.
Then, you will switch the JavaScript code into strict mode. And finally, you will attach the inherit function
to the built-in JavaScript Object object.
The main tasks for this exercise are as follows:
1. Review the Object.inherit.js JavaScript File
2. Implement the Inherit Function
3. Scope the JavaScript Code Inside an Immediately Invoked Function Expression
4. Use Strict Mode

X Task 1: Review the Object.inherit.js JavaScript File
1.

Start the MSL-TMG1 virtual machine if it is not already running.

2.

Start the 20480A-SEA-DEV11-07 virtual machine if it is not already running, and log on as Student
with the password Pa$$w0rd.

3.

Start Visual Studio and open the ContosoConf.sln solution in the E:\Labfiles\Starter\Exercise 1
folder.

4.

Open the Object.inherit.js file in the scripts folder.

5.

Review the JavaScript code and comments in this file. This file contains two functions called
copyOwnProperties and inherit.

x

You will implement the inherit function, using the TODO comments as guidance.
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x

copyOwnProperties is a helper function that copies properties from one object to another. The
inherit function will use this function.

X Task 2: Implement the Inherit Function
1.

Implement the inherit function, using the TODO comments for guidance.

x

Create and assign a variable named factory by using the Object.create function. Specify the current
object as the prototype.

x

Add a method called create to factory. Leave the body of the method empty for now; you will
implement it in the next step.

x

Copy the properties of additionalProperties into factory.

x

Return the value of factory from the inherit function.

2.

Complete the implementation of the factory.create method in the inherit function:

x

Create a new object that uses factory as its prototype.

x

Call the initialize method of the new object (if it exists), passing any arguments that were passed to
create.

x

Return the new object from the create function.

3.

At the end of the JavaScript file, make the inherit function available to other scripts by attaching it to
the built-in Object object.

X Task 3: Scope the JavaScript Code Inside an Immediately Invoked Function
Expression
1.

In the Object.inherit.js file, enclose the JavaScript code in an immediately invoked function
expression.

X Task 4: Use Strict Mode
1.

In the Object.inherit.js file, modify the immediately invoked function to use strict mode.

Results: After completing this exercise, you will have written the Object.inherit utility function that you
will use in later exercises to structure the code for the web application. You will also have modified the
scope for this function, and specified that the code should run by using strict mode.
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Exercise 2: Refactoring JavaScript Code to Use Objects
Scenario
The JavaScript code for the Schedule page has been partially refactored to be more maintainable. In this
exercise, you will continue the refactoring process by updating the code for the Schedule page. You will
use the Object.inherit utility function to define a ScheduleList prototype object. Then you will move the
existing functions and variables relating to the schedule list into this prototype.
The main tasks for this exercise are as follows:
1. Define the ScheduleList Factory
2. Convert Functions Into Methods of the ScheduleList Object
3. Create and Use a ScheduleList Object
4. Test the Application

X Task 1: Define the ScheduleList Factory
1.

Open the ContosoConf.sln solution in the E:\Labfiles\Starter\Exercise 2 folder.

2.

In the schedule.js file, in the scripts\pages folder, find the following comment:

// TODO: Create a ScheduleList factory object using the Object.inherit helper method.

3.

After this comment, use the Object.inherit function to create an object named ScheduleList.

4.

Add an initialize function to the object passed to Object.inherit. The initialize function should take
two parameters called element and localStarStorage and use them to create properties also called
element and localStarStorage for the ScheduleList object.

5.

Remove the element and localStarStorage variables from the ScheduleList object (they have been
replaced by the properties that you just defined).

X Task 2: Convert Functions Into Methods of the ScheduleList Object
1.

In the schedule.js file, find the following comment:

// TODO: Refactor these functions into methods of the ScheduleList object.

2.

Convert each of the functions following the comment into methods of ScheduleList.

Note: As an example of refactoring a function, the following code:
downloadDone: function (responseData) {
addAll(responseData.schedule);
}
Should be moved to the ScheduleList object and converted to:
var ScheduleList = Object.inherit({
initialize: function (element, localStarStorage) {
...
},
...
downloadDone: function (responseData) {
this.addAll(responseData.schedule);
},
...
}
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3.

In the starttDownload fu
unction, add tthe context o
option to the o
object passed to the ajax fu
unction
and initializze it to this.

Note: Thiss step ensuress that the corrrect object is made the con
ntext of the ajax callbacks
tha
at occur when
n downloading is complete
e.
4.

In the addA
All function, specify that the forEach fun
nction should call the add method of the object
referenced by this. Also, pass this as tthe second pa
arameter to th
he forEach function.

e second parameter to the forEach function specifies the object that any use of
Note: The
this will reference in the add
d function.

X Task 3: Crreate and Use a Schedu
uleList Obje
ect
1.

Near the en
nd of the sche
edule.js file, find
f
the follow
wing JavaScrip
pt code:

// TODO: Replace the
e following code by cre
eating a Sche
eduleList ob
bject
//
and calling
g the startD
Download met
thod.
element = document.g
getElementBy
yId("schedule");
localSta
arStorage = LocalStarSto
L
orage.create
e(localStorag
ge);
startDow
wnload();

2.

Modify this code to creatte a Schedule
eList object, p
passing it the DOM elemen
nt and local staar storage
object.

3.

Call the startDownload method of th
he ScheduleList object.

X Task 4: Te
est the Appllication
1.

Run the app
plication and view the sche
edule.htm pa
age.

2.

Verify that tthe page lookks similar to th
he image belo
ow:
The Schedu
ule page should still displayy the list of sesssions for the conference, like this:

FIGURE 7.1: THE SCH
HEDULE PAGE
E
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Modu
ule Reviiew and
d Takea
aways

M
Module
Revie
ew
In this module, yyou have seen
n how to follo
ow an object-oriented apprroach to application design
n in
JavvaScript. First, you learned how to minim
mize global na
ame clashes by using name
espaces, strict mode, and
immediate funcctions. Next, yo
ou saw how to create custo
om objects byy using objectt literal syntaxx,
constructors, an
nd prototypes. Finally, you saw
s
how to im
mplement enccapsulation an
nd inheritance
e in
JavvaScript.
H
can you guard againsst name clashe
es in JavaScrip
pt?
Question: How
Ve
erify the correcctness of the statement by placing a maark in the column to the rig
ght.
S
Statement

Answer

IIf you modify the prototype object for a constructor ffunction, the changes
c
a only visiblle to new obje
are
ects that you create by usin
ng that constrructor
f
function;
existting objects created by usin
ng the constru
uctor function
n will be
u
unaffected.
Trrue or False?
Test Your Know
wledge
Q
Question
W
Which of the ffollowing statements is tru
ue?
S
Select
the corrrect answer.
JavaSccript uses the public, private
e, and protectted keywordss to implemen
nt
encapsulation.
JavaSccript does nott support encaapsulation.
JavaSccript uses closures to achievve encapsulattion.
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Question
JavaScript uses prototype chaining to achieve encapsulation.
JavaScript uses the Object.create() function to implement encapsulation.
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Modu
ule Ove
erview

Intteractivity is a key aspect off modern web
b applicationss, enabling you to build com
mpelling web sites that
can quickly resp
pond to the acctions of the u
user, and also adapt themselves to the u
user's location.
o create interaactive HTML5
5 web applicattions that can
n access the lo
ocal file
This module desscribes how to
sysstem, enable the
t user to drrag-and-drop data onto ele
ements in a w
web page, playy multimedia ffiles, and
ob
btain geolocattion information.

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this module
e, you will be able to:
x

em, and add drag-and-drop
d
p support to web
w pages.
Access the local file syste

x

es in a web page, without th
he need for plugins.
Play video aand audio file

x

Obtain info
ormation abou
ut the current location of th
he user.

x

Use the F12
2 Developer T
Tools in Internet Explorer to
o debug and p
profile a web application.
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Lesson 1

Interracting with Fiiles

HTML5 enable
H
es a web application to interact with the
e local file systtem, and supp
ports drag-an
nd-drop
o
operations
thaat enable the user to drag files or HTMLL elements ontto a web page
e. In this lesso
on, you will
l
learn
how to use
u the HTMLL5 File APIs an
nd how to add
d drag-and-drop support to a web page
e.

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
x

Describe the HTML5 file types.

x

Describe the FileReade
er interface fo
or reading file
es on the local file system.

x

Use FileR
Reader to read
d a text file.

x

Use FileR
Reader to read
d a binary file
e.

x

Add drag
g-and-drop su
upport to a we
eb page.
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HT
TML5 File
e Interface
es

HT
TML5 has a sta
andardized File API that en
nables an HTM
ML page to intteract with loccal files on the
e browser
file
e system. This API defines four key interffaces:
x

A Blob inte
erface represents immutable raw data. A Blob has a ty
ype attribute that indicatess the media
type of the data, such as "text/plain"". Blob also an
nd has a slice
e() method thaat returns a portion of a
Blob betwe
een a specified
d start and en
nd offset. Slicin
ng a blob is u
useful if you w
want to upload
d a large
file increme
entally to a server.

x

The File intterface inheritts from Blob, and representts an individual file. A File has two addittional readonly attribu
utes that descrribe the state of the file:

x

The name aattribute indiccates the nam
me of the file w
without any paath informatio
on, expressed as a string.

x

The lastMo
odifiedDate attribute
a
indiccates the last m
modification d
date of the file
e, expressed aas a Date
object.

x

o common wa
ays to obtain a FileList
The FileListt interface is a collection off File objects. There are two
object in a w
web page:

x

Define an <
<input type=
="file"> element in your we
eb page, and handle the ch
hange event. The
change eve
ent indicates tthe files that tthe user selectted in the element.

x

Implement drag-and-dro
op support in your web pag
ge, by handlin
ng the drop e
event on an ellement.
When the user
u
drops file
es on the elem
ment, the drop
p event indicates the files th
hat the user d
dropped
onto the ele
ement.

Additiona
al Reading: FFor detailed in
nformation ab
bout the HTML5 File API, se
ee
htttp://go.microssoft.com/fwlin
nk/?LinkID=26
67731.
x

The FileRea
ader interface
e enables an application
a
to read a file orr blob into a JaavaScript variable.
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T FileRe
The
eader Inte
erface

T FileReader interface p
The
provides three
e methods for reading data:
x

readAsTe
ext() reads a file or blob an
nd makes the contents available as plain
n text. This me
ethod is useful
if you want to read the
e contents of a text file.

x

readAsDataURL() reads a file or blo
ob and makess the contentss available as a data URL. This method iss
useful if yyou want to re
ead the conte
ents of a binarry file, such ass an image.

x

readAsArrayBuffer() reads a file orr blob and maakes the conte
ents available as an ArrayB
Buffer. An
ArrayBufffer representts a finite num
mber of bytes that can be u
used to store n
numbers of an
ny size, such
as an arraay of 8-bit inte
egers or 32-b
bit floating point numbers.

A FileReaderr object reads contents asyn
nchronously, and
a fires even
nts to indicate
e the progresss of the
l
loading
operaation. The follo
owing list desscribes the eve
ents that you typically hand
dle:
x

The prog
gress event occcurs repeated
dly while data
a is being load
ded, to indicatte progress.

x

The load event indicattes that the daata has been successfully
s
lo
oaded. The file
e contents are
e available
through tthe result attrribute on the FileReader o
object. The ressult is a Blob o
object if you iinvoked
readAsTe
ext() or readA
AsDataURL()), or an ArrayBuffer objectt if you invoke
ed readAsArrrayBuffer().

x

The aborrt event indicaates that data loading has b
been aborted, perhaps due
e to a call to th
he abort()
method.

x

The errorr event indicates that an errror occurred during loadin
ng. Errors can occur for seve
eral reasons,
such as atttempting to read an unreaadable file, atttempting to rread a file thatt is too large, or
attemptin
ng multiple sim
multaneous re
eads on the saame file.

x

The loade
end event ind
dicates that th
he read operation has comp
pleted, either successfully o
or
unsuccesssfully.
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Re
eading a T
Text File

The FileReaderr readAsText(() method ena
ables you to rread a text file
e on the local file system. The
folllowing examp
ple shows how
w to read a te
ext file.
The web page in
ncludes an <iinput> eleme
ent that enables the user to
o select a text file on the loccal file
sysstem. As soon
n as the user h
has selected th
he file, the on
nLoadTextFile
e() function re
eads the file aand displays
its contents as plain
p
text in a <textArea> element on the web page.
Re
eading a Textt File
<
<input type="file" id="t
theTextFile" onchange="o
onLoadTextFi
ile()" />
<
<textArea id=
="theMessage
eArea" rows=
="30" cols="4
40"></textAr
rea>
<
<script type=
="text/javas
script">
function onLoadTextF
File() {
var t
theFileElem = document.getElementBy
yId("theText
tFile");
// Ge
et the File object sele
ected by the user, and m
make sure it
t is a text f
file.
if (t
theFileElem.
.files.lengt
th != 0 && th
heFileElem.f
files[0].typ
pe.match(/tex
xt.*/)) {
/
// Create a FileReader and handle t
the onload a
and onerror events.
v
var reader = new FileRe
eader();
reader.onloa
ad = functio
on(e){
var theM
MessageAreaE
Elem = docume
ent.getEleme
entById("the
eMessageArea");
theMessa
ageAreaElem.value = e.ta
arget.result
t;
}
};
reader.onerr
ror = function(e){
alert("C
Cannot load text file");
}
};
/
// Read text
t file (the second param
meter is opt
tional - the
e default enc
coding is
"UTF-8").
reader.readA
AsText(theFileElem.files
s[0], "ISO-8
8859-1");
} els
se {
a
alert("Pleas
se select a text file");
}
}
<
</script>
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Im
mplementing Drag--and-Drop
p

HT
TML5 supportts drag-and-drop. You can drag elementts on a web paage or files in the file system, and
dro
op them on another eleme
ent in the web
b page.
To
o make an elem
ment draggab
ble, follow the
ese steps:
x

Set the draggable attrib
bute for the element to true
e.

x

Handle the dragstart evvent.

x

In the drag
gstart event handler functio
on, configure data transfer information ffor the drag-aand-drop
operation. Y
You can do th
his through th
he dataTransffer attribute o
on the event o
object, which represents
a DataTran
nsfer object.

es and method
ds that enable
e you to contrrol all aspects of the
The DataTransffer object deffines attribute
dra
ag-and-drop operation:
x

e of the data being transferred, and the data itself.
setData(mimeType, datta) specifies tthe MIME type

x

ment, x, y) specifies a custo
om mouse currsor image that the browse
er will use
setDragImage(imgElem
op operation.
during the drag-and-dro

x

wed restricts w
what type of d
drag-and-dro
op operation is allowed, succh as copy, m
move, or
effectAllow
link.

x

he mouse hovvers over a tarrget
dropEffectt specifies the feedback thaat the user recceives when th
element. Th
he dropEffectt attribute can
n be none, co
opy, move, orr link.

The following exxample showss how to makke a <div> ele
ement dragga
able:
Ma
aking a <div
v> Element D
Draggable
<
<div draggabl
le="true" on
ndrag="handleDrag()">
<b>Some c
content</b> to be dragg
ged.
<
</div>
<
<script type=
="text/javas
script">
function handleDrag(
(event) {
event
t.dataTransf
fer.effectAllowed = "cop
py";
event
t.dataTransf
fer.setData(
("text/html", event.targ
get.innerHTM
ML);
}
<
</script>
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HTML5 elements cannot accept dropped data by default. To enable an element to accept dropped data,
you must disable the default behavior, as follows:
x

In the dragover event handler function, invoke the preventDefault() method on the object that
raised the event.

When the user drops data on a target element, the drop event occurs. To accept the data being dropped
on the element, do this:
x

In the drop event handler function, get the data being dropped by invoking the getData() method
on the dataTransfer attribute of the object that raised the event.

The following example shows how to make a <div> element accept HTML content being dropped on it.
Dropping Content on a <div> Element
<div ondragover="handleDragOver()" ondrop="handleDrop()"></div>
<script type="text/javascript">
function handleDragOver(event) {
event.preventDefault();
}
function handleDrop(event) {
event.target.innerHTML = e.dataTransfer.getData("text/html");
}
</script>
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Lesson 2

Incorp
porating Multtimedia

In this lesson, yo
ou will learn h
how to use the
e <video> an
nd <audio> ttags in HTML5
5 to play video
o and
audio multimed
dia files withou
ut the need fo
or plugins (natively).

Le
esson Obje
ectives
Aftter completing this lesson, you will be ab
ble to:
x

ow to play vid
deo files.
Describe ho

x

Support mu
ultiple video formats.
f

x

Interact witth a video in code.
c

x

ow to play aud
dio files.
Describe ho
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Pllaying Aud
dio Conte
ent by Using the <aaudio> Tag

HT
TML5 provides the <audio> tag that enables you to p
play audio natively in a web
b page, witho
out the
ne
eed for plugins.
The simplest wa
ay to use the <
<audio> tag is to set the src
s attribute to
o the audio file that you waant to play:
<audio sr
rc="MyAudio.mp3"</audio>
>

Yo
ou can also plaay audio by using JavaScrip
pt code. The technique is ve
ery similar to that for playin
ng video.
The <audio> taag has many aattributes in ccommon with the <video> tag, including:
x

controls

x

autoplay

x

loop

etween the <audio> and <
<video> tagss:
There are other similarities be
x

The <audio
o> tag supports the <sourrce> child tag
g, to enable yo
ou to provide alternative au
udio file
formats.

x

object has pla
ay() and pausse() functionss, to play or paause the audio playback.
The audio o

x

The audio o
object has pro
operties to co
ontrol playbacck, such as con
ntrols, autop
play, loop, pau
used,
currentTim
me, duration, volume, mutted, and play
ybackRate.

x

The audio o
object has eve
ents to indicate progress of playback, su
uch as loadedmetadata, lo
oadeddata,
and timeup
pdate.
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Lesson 3

Reacting to
o Browsser Loca
ation an
nd Context

IIn this lesson, you will learn
n how to use the
t HTML5 Ge
eolocation AP
PI to determin
ne the currentt location of
t browser. Y
the
You will also ssee how to use the Page Visibility API an
nd properties o
of the naviga
ator object in
t DOM to o
the
obtain informa
ation about th
he context in which a web page is runnin
ng.

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
x

Describe the HTML5 G
Geolocation AP
PI.

x

Request g
geolocation in
nformation.

x

Process g
geolocation information.

x

Handle geolocation errors.

x

Detect th
he network and execution ccontext for a p
page.
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Th
he HTML5
5 Geolocation API

Location awaren
ness is a key feature in man
ny web applications, especiially on mobile devices and
d
sm
martphones. Th
he HTML5 Ge
eolocation API enables a we
eb application
n to detect the
e current loca
ation of the
de
evice, expresse
ed in longitud
de, latitude, an
nd altitude.
Typical uses of tthe Geolocatio
on API include:
x

Locating the current possition of the user, and giving instructionss on how to get to a new lo
ocation.

x

ee how far the
ey have travelled in a certaain time period.
Tracking the movement of a user to se

es not stipulatte a particular mechanism ffor obtaining geolocation information.
The HTML5 specification doe
geolocation re
equest, the AP
PI interacts wiith underlying
g device
Insstead, when a web applicattion makes a g
capabilities to re
etrieve the infformation. The device can u
use any of the
e following te
echniques to determine
d
loccation:
x

IP address. The user's IP address is loo
oked up, and tthe physical address of the registrant is rretrieved.
This is a rud
dimentary technique that ccan be very ina
accurate.

x

GPS positio
oning. This tecchnique is pop
pular on mobile devices, an
nd involves recceiving GPS d
data from
satellites to determine th
he location of the device. This technique can be very aaccurate, but it can be
slow and it might not wo
ork when the device is indo
oors.

x

Wi-Fi. This ttechnique invvolves triangulating the devvice location b
based on the user's distance from a
number of known Wi-Fi access points. This technique can be verry accurate in urban areas, where
there are a lot of Wi-Fi access points in the vicinity.

x

Cell phone location. Thiss technique involves triangu
ulating the de
evice location based on the
e user's
distance fro
om a number of known cell phone towers. This techniique is relative
ely accurate in
n urban
areas, but itt does require
e a device that has access to
o a cell phone
e or wireless m
modem.

x

User-define
ed location infformation. An
n application ccan ask the usser to enter th
heir address, postal
p
code,
or some oth
her details thaat the application can use tto provide loccation-aware services.
s
This ttechnique
can be usefful if the user is able to supply more accu
urate location
n data than otther technique
es.
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Modu
ule Ove
erview

On
ne of the most enduring feaatures of the web is its tem
mporary nature
e. For the firstt time, the mo
onopoly of
the
e keyboard an
nd mouse is coming under challenge, an
nd that meanss questioning how user inte
erfaces are
de
esigned. You may
m develop a web application on a com
mputer with a large, high-re
esolution mon
nitor, a
mo
ouse, and a ke
eyboard, but o
other users m
might view and
d interact with
h your applica
ation on a sma
artphone or
a ttablet withoutt a mouse, or have a monitor with a diffe
erent resolutio
on. They may also want use
ers to print
pages of your application.
d a website tha
at adapts the layout and fu
unctionality off its pages
In this module, yyou will learn how to build
to the capabilities and form ffactor of the d
device on which it is being viewed. You w
will see how to detect
the
e type of deviice being used
d to view a paage, and learn
n strategies for laying out content that effectively
tarrgets particulaar devices.

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this module
e, you will be able to:
x

nts in a websitte for respond
ding to differe
ent form facto
ors.
Describe the requiremen

x

b pages that ca
an adapt their layout to ma
atch the form factor of the device on wh
hich they
Create web
ed.
are displaye
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Lesson 1

Supp
porting Multip
ple Form
m Facto
ors

The number o
T
of different de
evices and forrm factors now
w capable of vviewing a web
bsite has incre
eased greatly
o
over
the past few years. But is it a good idea to create
e a 'one size fits all' website
e? What are th
he
a
alternatives
an
nd what are the differencess to look for in a website taargeted at traditional deskttop use,
v
versus
mobile
e or touch use
ers? In this lessson, you will cconsider some
e of the issuess involved in ssupporting
m
multiple
form
m factors in a website.
w

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
x

by using
Explain w
why a website should be able to respond appropriatelyy to users view
wing the site b
different devices.

x

Describe the changes tthat are typica
ally necessaryy to enable a w
website to be viewed by using different
devices.
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The next example shows how to use conditional comments to load an appropriate style sheet for the
version of Internet Explorer that runs on the user’s operating system:
<html>
<head>
<link href="styles.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<!--[if IE 8]> <link href="ie8.css" rel="stylesheet" /><![endif]-->
<!--[if lt IE 8]> <link href="ie7.css" rel="stylesheet" /><![endif]-->
<!--[if gte IE 9]> <link href="ie9.css" rel="stylesheet" /><![endif]-->
<!--[if IEMobile7]> <link href="winPhone7.css" rel="stylesheet" /><![endif]-->
<!--[if !(IE)]> <link href="otherBrowsers.css" rel="stylesheet" /> <![endif]-->
...
</head>
...
</html>

In this example,
x

The page loads a style sheet called styles.css.

x

If the browser is Internet Explorer 8, it also loads ie8.css.

x

If the browser is Internet Explorer 7, 6, or older, it also loads ie7.css.

x

If the browser is Internet Explorer 9 or 10, it also loads ie9.css.

x

If the browser is Internet Explorer for Windows Phone 7, it also loads winPhone7.css.

x

Finally, if the browser is not Internet Explorer, it also loads otherBrowsers.css.

It is also possible to define inline conditional comments so that all styles can be contained in a style sheet:
<!--[if
<!--[if
<!--[if
<!--[if
<!--[if

lt IE 7 ]> <html class="ie6"> <![endif]-->
IE 7 ]> <html class="ie7"> <![endif]-->
IE 8 ]> <html class="ie8"> <![endif]-->
IE 9 ]> <html class="ie9"> <![endif]-->
(gt IE 9)|!(IE)|(IE Mobile7)]><!--> <html> <!--<![endif]-->

If you follow this approach, you can prefix styles with the version of Internet Explorer to which the style
applies. For example, the following code sets box model properties for an article element, and then adds
a correction for Internet Explorer 6:
article {
width: 200px;
margin: 10px;
border: 5px solid red;
padding: 10px;
}
ie6 article {
width: 250px;
}

You can also use conditional comments to include scripts in a web page, as follows:
<!--[if IE]>
<script src="http://contoso.com/scripts/iescript.js"></script>
<![endif]-->

Additional Reading: For more information about conditional comments in Internet
Explorer, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267744.

P
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D
Defining
S
Style Shee
ets for Printing

Print-specific styles enable your website content to be
P
e printed corrrectly for easyy reading, with
hout spurious
s
screen
artifactts such as navvigation and side menus takking up space
e on the printe
ed page. You can use the
p
print
media type to identiffy the appropriate styles to use. You can create these styles in a sep
parate style
s
sheet,
or you can use the @
@media rule tto add them inline in an exxisting style sh
heet, as shown
n in the
f
following
examples.
<link rel="stylesh
r
eet" type="t
text/css" hr
ref="print.css" media="p
print" />
@media print {
.. pr
rint styling rules go he
ere ..
}

T styles for a printer ofte
The
en implement the following
g rules:
x

Remove tthe page head
der, footer, naavigation men
nus, background colors, CSSS graphics, traansforms, and
d
animation
ns.
header, footer, nav {
display : none;
}
article
e {
backg
ground : none;
}
.highlight {
trans
sform : none;
}

x

Set the sizze of your fon
nts to values in points as yo
ou would for a Word docum
ment, set their color to
dark greyy, and remove
e any effects such text-shad
dow.
article
e, p, li {
font-size : 14pt\1.5; color: #222; text
t-shadow : none;
}
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x

Expand any links and abbreviations on the page so that the URL of the link or the expanded text of
the abbreviation is printed to the right of the text.
a:after {
content: " (" attr(href) ")";
}
abbr:after {
content: " (" attr(title) ")";
}

x

Lay out the content in one column, unless it includes an index or glossary, in which case two columns
is acceptable.
article {
column-count : 1;
}
#glossary {
column-count : 2;
}

x

Define the target size of the printed page, the margins around facing pages, and the minimum
number of lines in a paragraph printed at the top (widows) and the bottom (orphans) of the page.
You can use the @page rule to achieve this.
@page {
size: A4;
orphans: 3;
widows: 3;
}
@page :left {
margin-left: 3cm;
margin-right: 4cm;
}
@page :right {
margin-left: 4cm;
margin-right: 3cm;
}

Additional Reading: For more information about using CSS to optimize pages for printing,
visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267745.
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The Print Preview version of the About page looks like this:

FIGURE 10.1: THE ABOUT PAGE IN PRINT PREVIEW MODE
6.

Close the Print Preview window and then close Internet Explorer.

X Task 2: Create a Style Sheet for Printing Web Pages
1.

In the ContosoConf project, add a new style sheet named print.css to the styles folder.

2.

In the print.css style sheet, delete the existing contents and add a CSS rule to hide the nav, header,
and footer elements.

3.

Add a CSS rule for the .container class, which overrides the CSS from site.css. When printing,
container elements should have no maximum width or padding.

4.

The about.css style sheet in the styles/pages folder contains a CSS rule to display the page text in
columns. In print.css, add a CSS rule that removes the columns, so that the text displays as a single
block.
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X Task 3: Lin
nk the Printt Style Shee
et to the Ab
bout Page
1.

Add a link tto print.css in
n the About page.
p
Set the m
media attribu
ute of the linkk so that the sttyle sheet is
used only w
when printing.

X Task 4: Te
est the Appllication
1.

Run the app
plication and view the Abo
out page.

2.

Refresh the page to ensu
ure that the m
most recent ve
ersion of the A
About page iss loaded.

3.

ow and verify that the preview does not display the
In Internet Explorer, open the Print Prreview windo
navigation, header, or fo
ooter, and thatt the text has no columns.
The Print Prreview version
n of the Abou
ut page should look like this:

4.

Close the Print
P
Preview window and then close Intternet Explore
er.
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Lesson 2

Drawiing Gra
aphics b
by Using the C
Canvas API
A

The Canvas API comprises a <
<canvas> ele
ement and an associate set of JavaScript functions thaat enable
you to draw shaapes onto the canvas. The C
Canvas API is an alternative
e to SVG graphics and is useful if you
waant to perform
m one-off grap
phical operatiions in a web page. Howevver, whereas SV
VG graphics aare defined
byy using HTML5
5 elements, th
he Canvas API is programm
matic and requ
uires you to drraw graphics by
b writing
JavvaScript code..

Le
esson Obje
ectives
Aftter completing this lesson, you will be ab
ble to:
•

ow the Canvass API works.
Describe ho

•

Create a <ccanvas> elem
ment on a web
b page and usse the Canvas API to draw ssimple shapess and lines.

•

Use the Can
nvas API to drraw complex sshapes.

•

Fill shapes b
by using gradients and patterns.

•

Apply transsformations an
nd animationss to canvas drrawings.

P
Programming
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W
What
is th
he Canvass API?

The Canvas API enables you to draw gra
T
aphical shapess onto a bitma
ap area on the web page. T
To use the
C
Canvas
API, yo
ou add a <canvas> eleme
ent to the page and then caall JavaScript ffunctions to d
draw shapes
o the canvass drawing surfface.
on
The Canvas API uses a "fire
T
e-and-forget" model. When
n you call Java
aScript functio
ons to draw sh
hapes on a
c
canvas,
it is ass if you are pa
ainting shapess on a piece o
of paper. As so
oon as you have drawn the shapes, the
d
drawing
is com
mplete. The shapes are nott retained in the DOM tree,, so there is no way to interract with the
s
shapes
afterw
wards. For exam
mple, you can
nnot access sh
hapes by using
g the DOM, yo
ou cannot apply CSS styless
t canvas shapes, and you cannot handle events on canvas shapes..
to
The performance of the Caanvas API depends on the size
T
s and resolu
ution of the device screen. The larger
t device, an
the
nd the higher the resolution
n, the more pixels have to be
b painted an
nd the slower the drawing
w be renderred. If you want to create d
will
drawings with comprise relaatively few ele
ements but that target
l
large
high-ressolution devicces, SVG migh
ht be a better option.
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Ussing the C
Canvas AP
PI

To
o use the Canvvas API, the firrst step is to aadd a <canvas> element to
o your web pa
age. You can also define
aC
CSS style for <
<canvas> elements, if requ
uired.
It iis typical to de
efine an id atttribute on a <
<canvas> element, so that you can locate it easily in JJavaScript
code by calling a DOM function such as do
ocument.gettElementById
d(). It is also q
quite common
n to define
fallback contentt between the
e <canvas> sttart tag and the </canvas>
> end tag; thiis content will be
dissplayed by bro
owsers that do not recogniize the <canv
vas> element.
To
o draw graphiccs on a canvass, you must w
write JavaScrip
pt code. Follow
w these steps:
1.

Get a refere
ence to the <ccanvas> elem
ment by calling a DOM funcction such as
document..getElementB
ById().

2.

Call getCon
ntext('2d') on
n the canvas o
object, to get the two-dime
ensional draw
wing context fo
or the
canvas.

3.

ontext object,, to draw shap
pes on the can
nvas surface.
Invoke methods in the co

The following exxample showss how to creatte a canvas an
nd draw a rectangle upon it.
i The example sets the
co
ontext.fillStyle property to
o set the ambient fill color tto red for subsequent draw
wing operation
ns. The
exaample then ca
alls the conte
ext.fillRect() method
m
to draaw a solid recctangle. The re
ectangle will b
be filled
witth the ambien
nt fill color, which is red. Th
he canvas itsellf has a dark b
blue border an
nd a light gre
een fill
color, due to the
e CSS style rule at the top of
o the code:
<style>
canva
as {
b
border: 2px solid darkblue;
b
background-c
color: lightg
green;
}
</style>
…
<h1>Getti
ing started with canvas<
</h1>
<canvas i
id="myCanvas
s">No canvas support in this browse
er</canvas>
<script>
var c
canvas = doc
cument.getElementById('m
myCanvas');
var c
context = ca
anvas.getContext('2d');
var e
edge = 20;
conte
ext.fillStyle = "red";
conte
ext.fillRect
t(20, 20, canvas.width - 40, canvas
s.height - 40
0);

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3

</script>

Note that the Canvas API also provides a context.strokeRect() function that draws the outline of a
rectangle but does not fill its interior.
The Canvas API has a range of functions for drawing shapes and lines, including:
•

arc() and arcTo(): Draw an arc.

•

quadraticCurveTo(): Draw a quadratic Bezier curve.

•

bezierCurveTo(): Draw a cubic Bezier curve.

Additional Reading: For more information about the full set of functions available in a
canvas two-dimensional context, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267749.
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Drawing Paaths

Yo
ou can draw co
omplex shape
es by using a path.
p
The Can
nvas API has a beginPath()) function thatt enables
you to create a path connectting a series of points. You can then call functions such as moveTo
o() and
lin
neTo() to movve to new locaations, and op
ptionally you ccan call close
ePath() to con
nnect the final point
back to the firstt point.
hen you are ready to rende
er the path, yo
ou can call the
e stroke() fun
nction to draw
w the outline of the path.
Wh
Yo
ou can also call the fill() fun
nction to draw
w the interior of the path.
The following exxample showss how to draw
w a triangle paath by using tthe Canvas AP
PI. The triangle
e has a
blu
ue outline color, because th
he strokeStylle property is set to rgb(0, 0, 255). The triangle has a semitra
ansparent red fill color, because the fillStyle propertyy is set to rgba
a(255, 0, 0, 0
0.75).
<canvas i
id="myCanvas
s">
Sorry
y, your brow
wser does not support ca
anvas.
</canvas>
>
<script>
// Get the can
nvas element and its dra
awing contex
xt.
var
r canvas = d
document.getElementById(
('myCanvas');
var
r context = canvas.getCo
ontext('2d')
);
// Clear any e
existing content in the canvas.
con
ntext.clearR
Rect(0, 0, canvas.width,
, canvas.height);
// Set the str
roke color and the fill color.
con
ntext.stroke
eStyle = "rgb(0, 0, 255)
)";
con
ntext.fillSt
tyle = "rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.75)";
// Create a pa
ath in absolute coordina
ates.
con
ntext.beginP
Path();
con
ntext.moveTo
o(60, 30);
con
ntext.lineTo
o(100, 90);
con
ntext.lineTo
o(20, 90);
// Close the p
path.
con
ntext.closeP
Path();
// Draw the pa
ath as a stro
oked shape;
con
ntext.stroke
e();
// Draw the pa
ath as a filled shape.
con
ntext.fill();
</script>
>

P
Programming
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The triangle d
T
drawn by this code looks likke this:

FIGUR
RE 11.1: A TRIIANGLE DRA
AWN BY USIN
NG THE CANV
VAS API
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Ussing Gradients and Patterns

The Canvas API provides funcctions that en
nable you to specify gradien
nts and patterrns that you ccan use to
fill a shape or draw an outline
e:
•

createLineaarGradient()

•

createRadiaalGradient()

•

createPatte
ern()

ections describe these funcctions in more
e detail.
The following se

Th
he createLin
nearGradie
ent() Function
The createLinea
arGradient() function crea
ates a linear gradient. creatteLinearGrad
dient() has parameters
tha
at define the sstart and end locations of tthe linear grad
dient, and retturns a linear gradient
g
obje
ect. You can
add color stops to the linear gradient by ccalling the add
dColorStop()) function. You
u can then sett the linear
gra
adient as the ambient fill sttyle or stroke style for a can
nvas context, by setting the
e fillStyle or strokeStyle
s
pro
operty. You caan also use th
he gradient to
o define the filll color or the stroke color for
f text.

Th
he createRa
adialGradie
ent() Function
The createRadiialGradient() function creaates a radial gradient. creatteRadialGrad
dient() has paarameters
tha
at define the ffocal point off the radial gra
adient. You caan add color sstops to the g
gradient and apply
a
it to a
context in the saame way thatt you would fo
or a linear graadient.

Th
he createPa
attern() Fun
nction
The createPatte
ern() function
n creates a paattern, typically based on an
n image or so
ome other con
ntent on the
we
eb page. You ccan apply a pattern
p
in the same way tha
at you would for
f a linear grradient or a ra
adial
gra
adient.
The following exxample showss how to creatte a linear graadient, a radiaal gradient, an
nd a pattern. T
The pattern
use
ed is based on
n the wales im
mage (this image is the flag
g of Wales in the United Kingdom).
<
<canvas id="m
myCanvas">
Sorry, yo
our browser doesn't sup
pport canvas.
<
</canvas>
<
<img id="wale
es" src="Wal
les.png" sty
yle="display: none;" />
<
<script>
// Get th
he canvas el
lement and its drawing c
context.
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var canvas = document.getElementById('myCanvas');
var context = canvas.getContext('2d');
context.lineWidth = 5;
demoLinearGradient();
demoRadialGradient();
demoPattern();
function demoLinearGradient()
{
var linearGradient = context.createLinearGradient(0, 0, 0, canvas.height);
linearGradient.addColorStop(0, "red");
linearGradient.addColorStop(0.4, "yellow");
linearGradient.addColorStop(1, "green");
drawShapes(linearGradient);
}
function demoRadialGradient()
{
var radialGradient = context.createRadialGradient(canvas.width/2, canvas.height/2,
10, canvas.width/2, canvas.height/2, 100);
radialGradient.addColorStop(0, "red");
radialGradient.addColorStop(0.4, "yellow");
radialGradient.addColorStop(1, "green");
drawShapes(radialGradient);
}
function demoPattern()
{
var image = document.getElementById("wales");
var pattern = context.createPattern(image, "repeat");
drawShapes(pattern);
}
function drawShapes(theStyle)
{
// Clear any existing content in the canvas.
context.clearRect(0, 0, canvas.width, canvas.height);
// Draw a filled triangle, using the specified style.
context.fillStyle = theStyle;
context.strokeStyle = "rgb(200, 200, 200)";
context.beginPath();
context.moveTo(70, 30);
context.lineTo(130, 140);
context.lineTo(10, 140);
context.closePath();
context.fill();
context.stroke();
// Draw a stroked circle, still using the specified style.
context.beginPath();
context.arc(canvas.width/2, canvas.height/2, 50, 0, 2*Math.PI);
context.fill();
// Draw a stroked triangle, using the specified style.
context.fillStyle = "rgb(200, 200, 200)";
context.strokeStyle = theStyle;
context.beginPath();
context.moveTo(230, 30);
context.lineTo(290, 140);
context.lineTo(170, 140);
context.closePath();
context.fill();
context.stroke();
}
</script>
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The shapes generated by thiss code look likke this:

FIGURE 11.2: SHAPES
S FILLED WIT
TH A PATTER
RN FROM AN
N IMAGE FILE
E

P
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T
Transform
ming Shap
pes

The Canvas API enables you to transform
T
m the coordin
nates of the ca
anvas context so that subse
equent
d
drawing
operations are perrformed on a transformed coordinate syystem. To use transformatio
ons in the
C
Canvas
API, use the following functions:
•

rotate(an
ngle): Rotatess the coordinaate system by the specified angle clockw
wise in radianss.

•

translate
e(dx, dy): Tran
nslates the co
oordinate syste
em by the spe
ecified distancce in the X and Y
directionss.

•

scale(sx, sy): Scales th
he coordinate system by the
e specified fra
action in the X and Y directtions.

•

transform
m(scaleX, ske
ewX, scaleY, skewY,
s
transllateX, transla
ateY): Adjustss the current
transform
mation matrix to perform sccaling, skewing, and translaation.

•

setTransfform(scaleX, skewX, scale
eY, skewY, tra
anslateX, translateY): Setss a new transfformation
matrix to perform scaliing, skewing, and translatio
on.

Additio
onal Reading: For more infformation abo
out Canvas traansformationss, visit
http://go.micrrosoft.com/fw
h
wlink/?LinkID=
=267750.
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Demonstration: Perfforming T
Transformations by Using the
e Canvas A
API

In this demonstration, you wiill see how use
e transformattions to rotate
e, skew, and trranslate graph
hics.

De
emonstration Steps
Pe
erform Simple Transformations
1.

On the Win
ndows 8 Start screen, click the Desktop tile.

2.

On the Win
ndows taskbarr, click Interne
et Explorer.

3.

In Internet Explorer, open the file E:\D
Democode\Ca
anvasDocum
ment.html.

4.

u want to allo
ow blocked co
ontent, click th
he Allow bloccked
If a message box appears asking if you
content bu
utton.

5.

In Internet Explorer, clickk the Separate
e Transforma
ations button
n.

6.

e in Internet EExplorer. and tthen click View
w source.
Right-click the web page

7.

moSeperateTrransformatio
ons function and review the
e code:
In the sourcce window, locate the dem
o

The . demoSeperate
eTransforma
ations function uses the dra
awShape fun
nction to draw
w a triangle
filled with
w an image of the Welsh flag.

o

Before calling the drrawShape fun
nction, the code transformss the context; it moves the canvas to
the righ
ht and down by half the wiidth and height of the canvvas, then it sca
ales the conte
ext by a
differen
nt value in the
e X and Y dim
mensions, and then rotates the
t context byy PI/4 radianss.

o

When the
t drawShap
pe function iss called, the im
mage is transfo
ormed accord
ding to the co
ontext
settings.

omment out e
each of the traansformationss and run the code again.
Note: If time allows, co
ent each transfformation one at a time, so
o that studentts can see the effects of eacch
Then uncomme
ne.
on
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Perform Matrix Transformation
1.

In Internet Explorer, click the Matrix Transformations button.

2.

In the source window, locate the demoMatrixTransformations function and review the code:
o

This function is similar to the previous one in that it transforms the context and then calls the
drawShape function to display the image.

o

The difference is that this function uses the transform function to perform a matrix
transformation, scaling, skewing, and translating the context in a single function call.

3.

Close the source window.

4.

Close Internet Explorer.
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Lab: C
Creating
g Advan
nced Graphicss

Sccenario
The conference organizers would like a venue map disp
played on the website. Conference attendees will
use
e the map to find out more
e about the ro
ooms of the conference faccility. Thereforre, the map sh
hould be
intteractive, resp
ponding to mo
ouse clicks. Th
he floor plans are available in a vector fo
ormat, so theyy can be
dissplayed in a re
esolution-inde
ependent form
mat.
Co
onference speakers need baadges with the
eir photo, nam
me, and ID. Th
he ID is in the
e form of a barcode to
maake it easy forr security perssonal to scan and
a verify the
e holder’s iden
ntify before alllowing backstage
acccess. You have
e been asked to create a w
web page that enables a spe
eaker to creatte their badge
e.

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this lab, you
u will be able to:
•

phics by using
g SVG, interacttively style SV
VG graphics, and handle SV
VG graphics evvents.
Create grap

•

Draw graph
hics by using tthe Canvas AP
PI.

Esttimated Time:: 60 minutes
•

Virtual Macchines: 20480A
A-SEA-DEV11
1-11, MSL-TMG1

•

User Name: Student

•

P
Password: Pa$$w0rd
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Exercise 1: Creating an Interactive Venue Map by Using SVG
Scenario
In this exercise, you will create an interactive conference venue map.
First, you will complete the partially completed SVG mark-up of the venue map. Next, you will add
interactive styling to the SVG by using CSS. Then you will add handle SVG element click events to display
extra information about conference rooms. Finally, you will run the application, view the Location page,
and verify that the venue map is interactive.
The main tasks for this exercise are as follows:
1. Review the incomplete HTML markup for the venue map
2. Complete the SVG venue map
3. Add interactivity to the venue map
4. Test the application

X Task 1: Review the incomplete HTML markup for the venue map
1.

Start the MSL-TMG1 virtual machine if it is not already running.

2.

Start the 20480A-SEA-DEV11-11 virtual machine if it is not already running, and log on as Student
with the password Pa$$w0rd.

3.

Start Visual Studio and open the ContosoConf.sln solution in the E:\Labfiles\Starter\Exercise 1
folder.

4.

Open the location.htm file.

5.

Verify that the page contains an <svg> element of the venue map, and two hidden <div> elements
containing room information.
Also notice that the script references the location-venue.js script in the scripts/pages folder.

6.

Run the application and view the Location page. Notice that the details for Room B are missing:
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The venue map
m currentlyy looks like this:

FIGURE 11.2: THE INCOMPLETE VENUE
V
MAP
7.

Close Intern
net Explorer.

X Task 2: Co
omplete the
e SVG venue
e map
1.

In the locattion.htm file, add the SVG elements for Room B by using room-b as the group element id.
The missing
g elements are
e a filled rectaangle and the
e text with the
e name of the room. Use the SVG
elements fo
or Room A as a guide.

Note: You
u may need to
o view the pag
ge in Internett Explorer and experiment w
with the
coordinate values to get elem
ments in the ccorrect locatio
on.

X Task 3: Ad
dd interactivity to the v
venue map
1.

The venue map
m should b
be interactive; a user should
d be able to view more info
ormation abou
ut a room
by clicking on it in the m
map. In the loccation.htm file
e, find the follo
owing <div> elements. The
ese
elements co
ontain the info
ormation abo
out each room
m, but they are
e hidden by default:
<div id="room-a-info"
" style="dis
splay: none">
>
<h2>Room
m A</h2>
<p>Capacity: 250</p
p>
<p>Popular sessions
s in here:</
/p>
<ul>
<li>Diving in at the deep en
nd with Canvas</li>
<li>Real-world Ap
pplications of HTML5 APIs</li>
<li>Transforms an
nd Animation
ns</li>
</ul>
</div>
<div id="room-b-info"
" style="dis
splay: none">
>
<h2>Room
m B</h2>
<p>Capacity: 230</p
p>
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<p>Popular sessions in here:</p>
<ul>
<li>Building Responsive UIs</li>
<li>Getting to Grips with JavaScript</li>
<li>A Fresh Look at Layouts</li>
</ul>
</div>

2.

Notice that each <div> is named after the room with the suffix –info.

Note: The information for each room is hard-coded into the HTML markup. However, to
make the page even more dynamic, you could retrieve information about popular sessions from
the web service used in the Schedule page.
3.

The room should change color when the mouse moves over it. Open the location.css style sheet in
the styles\pages folder. This style sheet contains CSS for the location.htm page.

4.

Add a CSS rule that targets rect elements when the cursor is hovering over .room elements.

5.

In this rule, set the fill property to #b1f8b0

6.

Open the location-venue.js file in the scripts\pages folder. This JavaScript file contains the
showRoomInfo function that displays information about a room. The id of the room is specified as
the parameter to this function.

7.

Add click event listeners for the SVG room elements, which call the showRoomInfo function.

Note: Use the querySelectorAll function of the document object to find all elements that
have the class set to .room.

X Task 4: Test the application
1.

Run the application and view the location.htm page.

2.

Move the cursor over each room and verify that the fill color changes.
The venue map should look like this:

FIGURE 11.3: THE VENUE MAP WITH ROOM A HIGHLIGHTED
3.

Click each room and verify that the correct information is displayed next to the venue map.
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The informa
ation displaye
ed for Room B should look like this:

FIGURE 11.4: THE DE
ETAILS FOR R
ROOM B
4.

Close Intern
net Explorer.

Re
esults: After co
ompleting thiis exercise, you will have a vvenue map th
hat displays exxtra information when
cliccked.
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Exercise 2: Creating a Speaker Badge by Using the Canvas API
Scenario
In this exercise, you will use the Canvas API to draw the elements of a conference speaker’s badge.
First, you will create a canvas element on the speaker badge page. Next, you will write JavaScript code to
implement methods that draw parts of the badge. Finally, you will run the application and test the
speaker badge page.
The main tasks for this exercise are as follows:
1. Create the canvas element
2. Draw the details for the badge
3. Test the application

X Task 1: Create the canvas element
1.

In Visual Studio, open the ContosoConf.sln solution in the E:\Labfiles\Starter\Exercise 2 folder.

2.

Open the speaker-badge.htm file. This page contains a section that enables the user to create their
speaker badge. Previously, you used an <img> element to drag and drop an image of the speaker
onto this page. This <img> element has been removed because you are going to modify the page to
use a canvas instead. Using a canvas provides more scope for customizing the image.

3.

Find following comment:
<!-- TODO: Add canvas here -->

4.

Add a <canvas> element, with a width of 500 and a height of 200.

5.

Add a solid black border to the canvas by using a CSS style. Set the width to 1px.

6.

Add the following custom attributes to the canvas element:
data-speaker-id="234724"
data-speaker-name="Mark Hanson"

Note: The custom data attributes provide a convenient way to store application-specific
data in an HTML element. They will be used by the JavaScript code that draws the elements for
the badge on the canvas.
In this exercise, these details are hard-coded into the HTML markup, but you could also write
JavaScript code to dynamically populate these attributes.

X Task 2: Draw the details for the badge
1.

Open speaker-badge.js file in the scripts\pages folder. The JavaScript code in this file contains a
refactored version of the drag-and-drop code that you created during an earlier lab exercise. Notice
that the canvas element on the page has been assigned to this.canvas. The file also contains a
number of other functions that will draw the various elements of the speaker's badge.

Note: The other drawing methods of the speaker badge page object will use the context,
assigned to this.context, to do their drawing.
2.

In the drawBadge method assign this.context to be the canvas’s 2D context.

3.

Use the helper methods defined in this script to perform the following tasks:
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•

Draw the background (use the drawBackground function).

•

Draw the top text (use the drawTopText function; this function simply generates the text
ContosoConf 2012 Speaker ,which is displayed at the top of the badge).

•

Draw the speaker name (use the drawSpeakerName function).

•

If the image variable references a valid image, then draw the speaker's image (use the
drawSpeakerImage function and pass the image variable as the parameter), otherwise draw a
placeholder (use the drawImagePlaceHolder function).

•

Draw the bar code (use the drawBarCode function and pass the value in the speakerId variable as
the parameter).

4.

In the drawBackground method, fill the canvas with a white rectangle.

5.

In the drawSpeakerImage method, draw the image on the canvas at the coordinates (20, 20), with
size 160 × 160. Note that the image is not always square, so calculate the source coordinates and
size that will display the central square portion only. Use the Math.min function to calculate the
minimum of the image’s width and height properties.
The following image highlights the central square portion of a rectangle.

FIGURE 11.5: THE CENTRAL SQUARE PORTION OF A RECTANGLE
6.

Implement the drawSpeakerName method. The speaker’s name is available in the
this.speakerName property.

7.

Configure the following context properties of the canvas properties to style the text before drawing it.
o

font: 40px sans-serif.

o

fillStyle: black.

o

textBaseline: top.

o

textAlign: left.

o

fillText: the speaker's name.

X Task 3: Test the application
1.

Run the application and view the speaker-badge.htm page.

2.

Drag and drop the mark-hansen.jpg image file from the E:\Labfiles\Resources folder onto the
canvas.

3.

Verify that the image is drawn on the canvas, along with the speaker’s details.

P
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The speakker badge sho
ould look like this:

FIGUR
RE 11.6: THE S
SPEAKER BAD
DGE FOR MA
ARK HANSON
N
4
4.

Close Inte
ernet Explorerr.

Results: Afterr completing this
R
t exercise, you
y will have a Speaker Bad
dge page that enables a co
onference
s
speaker
to cre
eate their bad
dge.
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Modu
ule Reviiew and
d Takea
aways

M
Module
Revie
ew
In this module, yyou have seen
n how to use SVG and the Canvas API to
o draw graphical content in
n a web
page.
SV
VG uses a retaiined drawing model, which
h means SVG elements are retained in th
he DOM tree. You can
acccess SVG elem
ments by using
g DOM functiions, you can style SVG elem
ments by usin
ng CSS style ru
ules, and
you can handle user-interaction events on
n SVG elementts.
nd-forget draw
wing model, w
which means shapes are drrawn on the ca
anvas but
The Canvas API uses a fire-an
are
e not retained
d in the DOM tree. You can
nnot access shapes in a canvvas by using D
DOM function
ns, or style
the
e shapes, or h
handle any eve
ents on them.. Nonetheless, the Canvas A
API is very use
eful if you nee
ed to draw
staatic graphical images on the web page.
Test Your Know
wledge
Q
Question
W
Which of the ffollowing statements abou
ut SVG is false?
S
Select
the corrrect answer.
You caan use SVG to
o draw comple
ex shapes, and
d fill them witth gradients and
patterns.
SVG elements are p
parsed by the browser when
n the page is first loaded, and
a they
en discarded from memoryy.
are the
You caan create SVG
G elements dynamically by using DOM fu
unctions such as
docum
ment.createEle
ement().
You caan handle eve
ents on SVG elements.
SVG elements mustt be enclosed in an <svg> container
c
elem
ment on a web page.
Question: When
W
might yyou consider using the Can
nvas API insteaad of using SV
VG?
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12-2 Animatiing the User Interfacce

Modu
ule Ove
erview

An
nimations are a key elemen
nt in maintainiing the interest of a user in
n a website. Im
mplemented carefully,
animations improve the usab
bility of a web page and pro
ovide useful vvisual feedbacck on user actiions.
o enhance we
eb pages by using CSS anim
mations. You w
will learn how
w to apply
This module desscribes how to
tra
ansitions to prroperty valuess. Transitions enable
e
you to
o specify the timing of for property
p
chan
nges. For
exaample, you caan specify that an element should chang
ge its width an
nd height ove
er a five-secon
nd period
wh
hen the mouse
e pointer hovvers over it. Ne
ext, you will le
earn how to apply 2D and 3
3D transformaations to
ele
ements. Transformations en
nable you to sscale, translate
e, rotate, and skew elements. You can also apply
tra
ansitions to tra
ansformationss, so that the transformatio
on is applied g
gradually overr a specified aanimation
pe
eriod.
At the end of th
his module, yo
ou will learn h
how to apply kkeyframe anim
mations to ele
ements. Keyfraame
animations enab
ble you to deffine a set of p
property value
es at specific moments
m
during an animattion. For
exaample, you caan specify the color and po
osition of an element at 0 p
percent, 33 pe
ercent, 66 perccent, and
10
00 percent of the
t animation
n period.

Ob
bjectives
Aftter completing this module
e, you will be able to:
•

mate property values to HTM
ML elements.
Apply transsitions to anim

•

Apply 2D and 3D transfo
ormations to H
HTML elements.

•

ons to HTML elements.
e
Apply keyfrrame animatio
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Lesson 1

Appllying CS
SS Tran
nsitionss

Transitions en
T
nable you to specify the tim
meframe for property value changes. Transitions impro
ove the user
i
interface
by m
making property changes sm
mooth and grraceful, insteaad of suddenlyy changing fro
om one value
e
t another. In this lesson, yyou will learn how
to
h
to implem
ment transitio
ons by using C
CSS.

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
•

Apply sim
mple transition
ns to element property valu
ues by using C
CSS.

•

Configure
e transition in
nformation.

•

Detect th
he end of a tra
ansition.
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Ap
pplying Siimple Transitions b
by Using CSS
C

Wh
hen you defin
ne CSS style ru
ules for eleme
ents, the style rules apply im
mmediately byy default. For example,
the
e following styyle rules speccify that <div>
> elements will have a widtth of 300px no
ormally, but a width of
60
00px when the
e user hovers over them. Th
he change from 300px to 6
600px will take
e effect as soo
on as the
use
er hovers ove
er a <div> ele
ement. Likewisse, the reverse
e change from
m 600px to 30
00px will take effect
immediately as the user movves the mouse
e away from th
he <div> elem
ment:
div {
width
h: 300px;
}
div:hover
r {
width
h: 600px;
}

CSSS transitions enable
e
you to
o define a grad
dual change in property va
alues. To defin
ne a transition
n, you can
sett the CSS tran
nsition property and speciffy the followin
ng information:
•

The CSS pro
operty for which you want to define a transition.

•

The duratio
on of the transsition.

The following exxample showss the same styyles as before,, except that the
t width of <
<div> elemen
nts will
change over a period
p
of two seconds when the mouse moves
m
over th
hem. When th
he mouse movves away,
the
e reverse transition is autom
matically appllied over the same
s
period.
div {
width
h: 300px;
trans
sition: widt
th 2s;
}
div:hover
r {
width
h: 600px;
}

If yyou want to aapply multiple
e transitions simultaneouslyy, specify a comma-separated list of CSS property
names and duraations for the transition prroperty. The fo
ollowing exam
mple defines ttransitions forr various
CSSS properties ffor <div> elements. When the user hove
ers over a <div>, the widtth, height, and font-size
pro
operties transsition to their new values in
n two secondss, and the bacckground-collor property ttransitions
to its new value
e in 3750 millisseconds. Whe
en the user mo
oves the mouse away from
m a <div>, the
e width,
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height, and font-size properties transition to their original values in two seconds, and the backgroundcolor property transitions to its original value in 3750 milliseconds:
div {
width: 400px;
height: 60px;
background-color: yellow;
transition: width 2s, height 2s, font-size 2s, background-color 3750ms;
}
div:hover {
width: 600px;
height: 80px;
font-size: large;
background-color: red
}

Additional Reading: For detailed information about CSS transitions, visit
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267751.
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Co
onfiguring
g Transitio
ons

CSSS3 defines fivve properties tthat you can u
use to configu
ure a transition:
•

transition-property: The name of the
e CSS propertty to which the transition iss applied.

•

e length of tim
me that the trransition takess. The default value is zero seconds,
transition-duration: The
which mean
ns the transition happens aall at once. This has the sam
me effect as no
ot applying a transition.

•

transition-timing-functtion: Specifiess how the spe
eed of the tran
nsition varies during its exe
ecution.
Possible vallues include "linear", "ease
e", "ease-in", "ease-out",, and "ease-in
n-out". The d
default
value is "ea
ase".

•

transition-delay: The length of time tthat must elap
pse before the
e transition sttarts. The defaault value is
zero second
ds, which meaans the transittion starts imm
mediately.

•

transition: Shorthand prroperty for the
e other four transition prop
perties, in the order transittionproperty trransition-durration transittion-timing-ffunction tran
nsition-delay
y. If any of the
ese values
are not specified, the deffault values de
escribed abovve apply.

al Reading: FFor further info
ormation abo
out CSS transittions properties, see
Additiona
htttp://go.microssoft.com/fwlin
nk/?LinkID=26
67751.
If yyou want to aapply multiple
e transitions simultaneouslyy, specify a comma-separated list of valu
ues for each
tra
ansition prope
erty. For exam
mple, if you waant to animate
e the width, h
height, and fon
nt size, specifyy
tra
ansition-prop
perty: width, height, fontt-size. If you w
want the width and height transitions to
o last two
secconds, and the font size traansition to thrree seconds, specify transittion-duration
n: 2s, 2s, 3s. If you
spe
ecify fewer va
alues than the
e number of properties
p
bein
ng transitione
ed, the final vaalue is repeate
ed for the
rem
maining properties. For exaample, if you sspecify transiition-propertty: width, heiight, font-sizze and you
spe
ecify transitio
on-duration: 2s, 3s, then tthe width tran
nsition will takke two second
ds and the heiight and
fon
nt size transitiion will both take
t
three secconds.
The following exxample define
es transitions for various CSSS properties for <div> ele
ements. The e
example
animates the wiidth, height, font-size, and backgroun
nd-color CSS properties forr a <div> whe
en the user
ho
overs over it. T
The width, he
eight, and fon
nt-size transittions take two
o seconds to ccomplete, and the
ba
ackground-co
olor property takes 3750 milliseconds
m
to
o complete. All of the transitions use an e
ease-in
tim
ming function,, and there is a delay of one second befo
ore the transittions commen
nce.
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div {
width: 400px;
height: 60px;
background-color: yellow;
transition-property: width, height, font-size, background-color;
transition-duration: 2s, 2s, 2s, 3750ms;
transition-timing-function: ease-in;
transition-delay: 1s;
}
div:hover {
width: 600px;
height: 80px;
font-size: large;
background-color: red
}
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Detecting the
t End off a Transittion

Wh
hen a transitio
on has finishe
ed, a transitio
onend event iss fired on the element with
h the propertie
es that
have been transsitioned. This event is usefu
ul if you need to implementt functionalityy that runs on
nly when a
tra
ansition has co
ompleted, succh as impleme
enting a seriess of animation
ns. If you applly multiple traansitions to
the
e same eleme
ent, a separate
e transitionen
nd event is firred for each trransition when it ends.
The event argum
ment for the ttransitionend
d event-handller function has two properties:
•

propertyName: The nam
me of the CSSS property for which the traansition has co
ompleted, succh as width,
height, or ffont-size.

•

elapsedTim
me: The elapse
ed time of the
e transition in seconds, excluding any de
elay that occurred before
the transitio
on started.

dle the transitionend even
nt on all the <
<div> elemen
nts in the
The following exxample showss how to hand
do
ocument. The event-handle
er function forr the transitio
onend event aadds a messag
ge to a <select> dropdo
own list, to ind
dicate the nam
me of the prop
perty whose ttransition has completed an
nd the elapsed
d time of
the
e transition.
<script>
funct
tion onLoad(
() {
v
var divEleme
ents = document.querySel
lectorAll("d
div");
f
for (var i = 0; i < divElements.len
ngth; i++) {
divEleme
ents[i].addEv
ventListener
r("transitio
onend", onTransitionend,
, true);
}
}
var m
messagesElem
ment = document.querySel
lector("mess
sages");
funct
tion onTrans
sitionend(e) {
m
messages.add
d(new Option(e.propertyN
Name + ", elapsedTime " + e.elapsed
dTime));
}
</script>
>
...
<body onl
load="onLoad
d()">
<div class="simp
ple">Hover here to see s
simple trans
sitions</div>
>
<div class="comp
plex">Hover here to see complex tra
ansitions</div>
<sele
ect id="mess
sages"></select>
</body>
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D
Demonstr
ration: Ussing CSS T
Transitionss

IIn this demon
nstration, you will see how to
t apply CSS transitions
t
to HTML elemen
nts. You will aalso see how
t handle the transitionen
to
nd event to de
etect when a ttransition has ended.

D
Demonstra
ation Steps
A
Apply
CSS Traansitions to HT
TML Elementss
1
1.

On the W
Windows 8 Sta
art screen, clicck the Deskto
op tile.

2
2.

On the W
Windows taskb
bar, click Interrnet Explorerr.

3
3.

In Interne
et Explorer, op
pen the file E:\Democode\\Transitions.h
html.

4
4.

If a messaage box appears asking if you
y want to allow blocked content, click the Allow blocked
button.
content b

5
5.

Hover over the upper rectangle on tthe web page
e. Verify that tthe following transitions are
e applied
simultane
eously to the rrectangle:
o

The w
width, height, and font size
e increase ove
er a period of two seconds.

o

The b
background ccolor transition
ns to red overr a period of 3
3.75 seconds.

6
6.

Move the
e mouse awayy from the upp
per rectangle.. Verify that th
he rectangle rreverts to its original
o
appearan
nce, over the ssame period of
o time.

7
7.

Repeat th
he previous tw
wo steps for th
he second recctangle. Verifyy that the sam
me animations apply.

8
8.

Right-clicck the page in
n Internet Expllorer and then
n click View source.
s
Note tthat:
o

The ffirst div rule d
defines default CSS propertties for all <diiv> elements.

o

The d
div.simple rule defines a trransition pro
operty that applies to transitions on the w
width,
height, font-size, and backgro
ound-color C
CSS propertiess.

o

div.complex ru
ule defines sim
milar transitio
ons, but it usess separate tran
nsition-prope
erty,
The d
transsition-duration
n, transition-timing-functio
on, and transittion-delay pro
operties.

o

The d
div:hover rule
e defines the final values fo
or the width, height, font--size, and bacckgroundcolorr CSS properties when the user hovers o
over a <div>.

H
Handle
the trransitionend Event
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1.

In Internet Explorer, expand the drop-down list box. Verify that it displays messages for all the
transitions that have ended. The list includes events for the original transitions when you hover over a
rectangle, as well as events for the reverse transitions when you move the mouse away from a
rectangle.

2.

Switch to the source window.

3.

In the JavaScript code, note that:
o

The onLoad() function sets up event-handlers for the transitionend event on all the <div>
elements.

o

The onTransitionend() function displays information about the transitionend event, by using
the propertyName and elapsedTime properties of the event argument.

4.

Close the source window.

5.

Close Internet Explorer.

P
Programming
in HTM
ML5 with JavaScript and CSS3

Lesson 2

Transsformin
ng Elem
ments

CSS transform
C
mations enable
e you to applyy 2D and 3D ttransformations to elementts. You can ap
pply
t
translations,
rotations, scaliing, and skew
wing transform
mations. You can also speciffy 3D-related
t
transformatio
n properties ssuch as a persspective and b
back-face visib
bility.

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
•

Describe how CSS implements transsformations.

•

Apply 2D
D transformatio
ons to elemen
nts by using C
CSS.

•

Apply 3D
D transformatio
ons to elemen
nts by using C
CSS.

•

Apply transitions to CSSS transformattions.

12-11
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Ap
pplying Transformaations by Using CSS
S

CSSS provides the transform property thatt you can use with a style ru
ule to enable you perform 2D and 3D
tra
ansformationss on an element on a web p
page. When yyou set the tra
ansform prop
perty, you can specify
on
ne or more of the following
g transformatio
on functions:
•

translate(), ttranslate3d(), translateX(), translateY(),
t
and translateZ(): Translate th
he element in
n 2D or 3D
space.

•

ale3d(), scaleX
X(), scaleY(), and scaleZ():: Scale the ele
ement in 2D o
or 3D space.
scale(), sca

•

rotate(), ro
otate3d(), rottateX(), rotatteY(), and rottateZ(): Rotate
e the elementt in 2D or 3D space.

•

skew(), ske
ewX(), and sk
kewY(): Skew the element aalong the X-axxis or along th
he Y-axis.

•

matrix(), matrix3d():
m
Pe
erform a 2D o
or 3D transform
mation by using a matrix to
o specify the
transformattion.

•

perspective
p
fo
or an elementt that has been transformed
d in 3D.
e(): Define a perspective

•

none(): Can
ncel any transsformations th
hat apply on aan element.

ode shows a w
web page that displays a single button. The
T transform
m property in tthe styling
The following co
e button to th
he right and d
down the page
e, and appliess a 45 degree skew.
rulle for the buttton moves the
Ap
pplying a CSS
S Transforma
ation
<
<!DOCTYPE htm
ml>
<
<html>
<head>
<meta c
charset="utf
f-8" />
<style
e>
b
button {
font-fam
mily: verdan
na, arial;
width: 3
300px;
height: 40px;
backgrou
und-color: y
yellow;
border-r
radius: 5px;
transfor
rm: translat
te(60px, 100p
px) skew(45d
deg);
}
</sty
yle>
</head>
<body>

P
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<bu
utton type="
"button">Click Me</butto
on>
</body>
>
</html>

T button lo
The
ooks like this w
when it is rend
dered by a bro
owser:

FIGUR
RE 12.1: THE T
TRANSFORM
MED BUTTON
N

Additio
onal Reading: For detailed information aabout CSS traansformations, visit
http://go.micrrosoft.com/fw
h
wlink/?LinkID=
=267753
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Ap
pplying 2D Transfo
ormations

Yo
ou can use the
e transform p
property to pe
erform one orr more transfo
ormations functions on an element.
e
The default orig
gin for a transfformation is tthe center of tthe target element. To chan
nge the origin
n of
tra
ansformation, set the transform-origin property and specify the fo
ollowing value
es:
•

Horizontal position: A len
ngth, a percen
ntage of elem
ment width, orr left, center, or right.

•

op, center, orr bottom.
Vertical possition: A lengtth, a percentage of element height, or to

perform the fo
ollowing 2D trransformation
ns:
This topic describes how to p
•

Translate

•

Scale

•

Rotate

•

Skew

Trranslating Elements
E
To
o perform a 2D
D translation, use one of th
he following fu
unctions:
•

translate(tx,, ty)

•

translateX(ttx)

•

translateY(tty)

ote the follow
wing points about the tx and ty parameters:
No
•

tx specifies a horizontal ttranslation to the left (if ne
egative) or the
e right (if posiitive). The valu
ue can be
an absolute
e length or a p
percentage off the element width.

•

ty specifies a vertical tran
nslation upwa
ards (if negativve) or downw
wards (if positivve). The value
e can be an
absolute len
ngth or a perccentage of the
e element heiight. If you caall translate() and omit the
e ty
parameter, the default va
alue for ty is 0.
0

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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The following CSS rule translates a <div> element with the class translate1. The element is translated 60
pixels to the right:
div.translate1 {
transform: translate(60px);
}

Scaling Elements
To perform a 2D scaling transformation, use one of the following functions:
•

scale(sx, sy)

•

scaleX(sx)

•

scaleY(sy)

Note the following points about the sx and sy parameters:
•

sx specifies a horizontal scaling factor. A value of 1.0 represents the normal scale.

•

sy specifies a vertical scaling factor. A value of 1.0 represents the normal scale. If you call scale() and
omit the sy parameter, the default value for sy is the same as the value you specified for sx.

The following CSS rule scales a <div> element with the class scale1. The element is 30 percent larger in
all dimensions:
div.scale1 {
transform: scale(1.3);
}

Rotating Elements
To perform a 2D rotation, use the following function:
•

rotate(angle)

Note the following points about the angle parameter:
•

angle specifies the angle of rotation anticlockwise (if negative) or clockwise (if positive) about the
transformation origin. You can specify the angle in degrees or radians.

The following CSS rule rotates a <div> element with the class rotate1. The element is rotated 10 degrees
clockwise about its top left corner:
div.rotate1 {
transform: rotate(10deg);
transform-origin: left top;
}

Skewing Elements
To perform a 2D skewing transformation, use one of the following functions:
•

skew(anglex, angley)

•

skewX(anglex)

•

skewY(angley)

Note the following points about the anglex and angley parameters:
•

anglex specifies a skew angle about the X axis as a clockwise skew (if negative) or an anticlockwise
skew (if positive).

12-16
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•

angley specifies a skew angle about the Y axis as a clockwise skew (if negative) or an anticlockwise
skew (if positive). If you call skew() and omit the angley parameter, the default value for angley is 0.

The following CSS rule skews a <div> element with the class skew1. The element is skewed by 30 degrees
anticlockwise about the X axis:
div.skew1 {
transform: skew(30deg);
}

P
Programming
in HTM
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D
Demonstr
ration: Pe
erforming 2D Transsformation
ns

IIn this demon
nstration, you will see how to
t perform 2D
D transformations by using CSS. You will see how to
a
apply
translattions, scaling ttransformations, rotations, and skewing transformatio
ons. You will aalso see the
e
effect
of chan
nging the origin of transformation.

D
Demonstra
ation Steps
P
Perform
2D Translations
1
1.

On the W
Windows 8 Sta
art screen, clicck the Deskto
op tile.

2
2.

On the W
Windows taskb
bar, click Interrnet Explorerr.

3
3.

In Interne
et Explorer, op
pen the file E:\Democode\\2DTranslatio
ons.html.

4
4.

If a messaage box appears asking if you
y want to allow blocked content, click the Allow blocked
button.
content b

5
5.

Verify thaat the browser displays a se
eries of rectan
ngles. Each recctangle demonstrates how to perform a
2D translaation by using
g the translatte(), translate
eX(), or translateY() functiions. The text message
inside eacch rectangle d
describes the transformatio
on for that recctangle.

6
6.

Right-clicck in the brow
wser window, aand then clickk View source
e.

7
7.

In the sou
urce window, scroll down to
o the bottom of the docum
ment. Note that the body o
of the
documen
nt has a series of <div> elements, and ea
ach element h
has a distinct CSS class.

8
8.

Scroll bacck up to the to
op of the code and locate tthe <style> e
element. The C
CSS rules imp
plement
translatio
ons for all the <div> eleme
ents. The CSS rules
r
set the standard
s
transsform properrty, as well as
the follow
wing vendor-sspecific prope
erties:

•

-ms-tran
nsform: Perform a transform
mation on Internet Explore
er 9.

•

-webkit-transform: Perform a transformation on
n Webkit-base
ed browsers ssuch as Chrom
me and Safari.

•

-moz-tra
ansform: Perfform a transfo
ormation on M
Mozilla browse
ers.

•

-o-transfform: Perform
m a transformaation on Opera browsers.

9
9.

Close the
e source windo
ow.

P
Perform
2D Sccaling Transfo
ormations
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1.

In Internet Explorer, open the file E:\Democode\2DScaling.html.

2.

Verify that the browser displays a series of rectangles. Each rectangle demonstrates how to perform a
2D scaling transformation by using the scale(), scaleX(), or scaleY() functions. The text message
inside each rectangle describes the transformation for that rectangle.

3.

Right-click in the browser window, and then click View source.

4.

In the source window, scroll down to the bottom of the document. Note that the body of the
document has a series of <div> elements, and each element has a distinct CSS class.

5.

Scroll back up to the top of the code and locate the <style> element. The CSS rules implement
scaling transformations for all the <div> elements. The CSS rules set the standard transform
property, as well as vendor-specific properties.

6.

Close the source window.

Perform 2D Rotations
1.

In Internet Explorer, open the file E:\Democode\2DRotations.html.

2.

Verify that the browser displays a series of rectangles. Each rectangle demonstrates how to perform a
2D rotation by using the rotate() function. The fourth rectangle also shows how to perform multiple
transformations, and how to change the origin of the transformation to the top left of the target
element.

3.

Right-click in the browser window, and then click View source.

4.

In the source window, scroll down to the bottom of the document. Note that the body of the
document has a series of <div> elements, and each element has a distinct CSS class.

5.

Scroll back up to the top of the code and locate the <style> element. The CSS rules implement
rotations for all the <div> elements. The CSS rules set the standard transform property, as well as
vendor-specific properties. The final CSS rule shows how to apply multiple transformations,
specifically a translation followed by a rotation. The final CSS rule also shows how to set change the
origin of the transformation by setting the transform-origin property and its vendor-specific
equivalent properties.

6.

Close the source window.

Perform 2D Skewing Transformations
1.

In Internet Explorer, open the file E:\Democode\2DSkewing.html.

2.

Verify that the browser displays a series of rectangles. Each rectangle demonstrates how to perform a
2D skewing operation by using the skew(), skewX(), or skewY() functions.

3.

Right-click in the browser window, and then click View source.

4.

In the source window, scroll down to the bottom of the document. Note that the body of the
document has a series of <div> elements, and each element has a distinct CSS class.

5.

Scroll back up to the top of the code and locate the <style> element. The CSS rules implement
skewing transformations for all the <div> elements.

6.

Close the source window.

7.

Close Internet Explorer.

P
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A
Applying
3D Transfformation
ns

CSS3 providess a set of funcctions that also enable you to perform trransformation
C
ns in 3D space
e. These
f
functions
are similar to their 2D counterrparts, but gen
nerally take an
n additional p
parameter spe
ecifying the Z
d
dimension.
Th
his topic descrribes how to p
perform the fo
ollowing 3D transformation
ns:
•

Translatio
on

•

Scaling

•

Rotation

T
Translating
g Elements
T perform a 3D translation, use one of the following
To
g functions:
•

translate3
3d(tx, ty, tz)

•

translateZ
Z(tz)

The tz parame
T
eter specifies the translatio
on in the Z axis, which is perpendicular to
o the plane off the screen.
Y must specify an absolu
You
ute value, rath
her than a perrcentage. In th
he translate3d() function, the ty and tz
p
parameters
arre optional; th
hey both default to 0.

S
Scaling
Elem
ments
T perform a 3D scaling traansformation,, use one of th
To
he following ffunctions:
•

scale3d(sxx, sy, sz)

•

scaleZ(sz))

The sz parameter specifies the scaling fa
T
actor in the Z axis. In the sccale3d() functtion, the sy an
nd sz
p
parameters
arre optional; th
hey both default to 0.

R
Rotating
Ellements
T perform a 3D rotation, u
To
use the follow
wing function:
•

rotate3d((xnum, ynum, znum, angle))

The angle parameter speciifies the angle
T
e of rotation anticlockwise
a
((if negative) or
o clockwise (if positive)
a
about
the dire
ection vector specified by tthe first three parameters. FFor example:
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•

rotate3d(1, 0, 0, 60deg) performs a rotation about the X axis

•

rotate3d(0, 1, 0, 60deg) performs a rotation about the Y axis

•

rotate3d(0, 0, 1, 60deg) performs a rotation about the Z axis

Setting the Perspective and the Perspective Origin
When you specify a 3D transformation, you must also define a perspective. The perspective sets the
viewer's position relative to the object being transformed and defines how content gets smaller as the Z
value varies. If you do not specify a perspective, all points in the Z axis are flattened into the same 2D
plane without any perception of depth. There are two ways to specify perspective:
•

Call the perspective() function every time you use the transform property.

•

Set the perspective CSS property on the parent element, to apply the perspective to each of the child
elements.

You can also set the perspective-origin CSS property to shift the viewpoint away from the center of the
element.
The following example shows how to define perspective for a 3D transformation. The example defines
<div> elements named child1 and child2 in a parent element named parent. Note the following CSS
rules:
•

The #parent CSS rule defines a perspective of 300px, which means the disappearing point will be
300 pixels to the right of the perspective origin. The perspective-origin property moves the
perspective origin 100 pixels to the left and 50 pixels upwards.

•

The #child1 CSS rule rotates a <div> element by 30 degrees clockwise about the Y axis.

•

The #child2 CSS rule rotates a <div> element by 30 degrees clockwise about the Y axis, and then
translates the shape by 250 pixels in the X direction.
<style>
#parent {
perspective: 400px;
perspective-origin: -100px -50px;
}
#child1 {
background-color: orange;
position: absolute;
transform-origin: 0px 0px;
transform: rotateY(30deg);
}
#child2 {
background-color: orange;
position: absolute;
transform-origin: 0px 0px;
transform: rotateY(30deg) translate(250px);
}
</style>
...
<div id="parent">
<div id="child1">This is child1</div>
<div id="child2">This is child2</div>
</div>

P
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The following image showss how the bro
T
owser renders two <div> elements.

FIGUR
RE 12.2: REND
DERING ELEM
MENTS WITH A 3D PERSP
PECTIVE
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Defining Trransitions for Transformation
ns

Yo
ou can define a transition fo
or transformattions, so that the transform
mation is appliied gradually over a
spe
ecified time p
period. To define a transitio
on for a transfo
ormation, folllow these step
ps:
•

Define a 2D
D or 3D transfo
ormation for an element by using the trransform CSSS property.

•

Set the tran
nsition prope
erty so that it d
defines a tran
nsition for the transform CSS property.

es a rotation ffor a <div> element name
ed container. When the use
er hovers
The following exxample define
nt, the elemen
nt will rotate b
by 90 degreess clockwise. Th
he example allso defines a ttransition
ovver the elemen
forr the transform
mation, so thaat the rotation
n will take five
e seconds to ccomplete:
<style>
#cont
tainer {
t
transition: transform 5s;
}
#cont
tainer:hover
r {
t
transform: r
rotate(90deg);
}
</style>
...
<div id="
"container">
>
...
</div>

P
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D
Demonstr
ration: Pe
erforming 3D Transsformation
ns

IIn this demon
nstration, you will see how to
t perform 3D
D transformations. You will also see how
w to define a
t
transition
for a transformattion.

D
Demonstra
ation Steps
P
Perform
3D Transformation
ns that Include Transitions
1
1.

On the W
Windows 8 Sta
art screen, clicck the Deskto
op tile.

2
2.

On the W
Windows taskb
bar, click Interrnet Explorerr.

3
3.

In Interne
et Explorer, op
pen the file E:\Democode\\3DTransform
mations.html.

4
4.

If a messaage box appears asking if you
y want to allow blocked content, click the Allow blocked
button.
content b

5
5.

Verify thaat the browser displays a cu
ube. There are
e six faces to tthe cube, each
h of which dissplays text
and has a different bacckground colo
or. The front fface is partiallyy transparent, so that it does not
complete
ely obscure the other faces.

6
6.

Hover over the cube. Verify
V
that it ro
degrees over a period of fivve seconds. Th
hen move the
e
otates by 90 d
mouse offf the cube, an
nd verify that the cube rotaates smoothlyy back to its orriginal positio
on.

7
7.

Right-clicck in the brow
wser window, aand then clickk View source
e.

8
8.

In the sou
urce window, scroll down to
o the bottom of the docum
ment. Note that the body o
of the
documen
nt has six <div
v> elements tthat representt the six faces of the cube. These
T
<div> elements are
contained
d in a parent <div> elemen
nt named con
ntainer.

9
9.

Scroll bacck up to the to
op of the code and locate tthe <style> e
element. Note
e the following
g CSS rules:

•

#contain
ner: Specifies a perspective for all the chiild elements of
o the contain
ner element, aand a
transition
n of five secon
nds for transfo
ormations.

•

#contain
ner:hover: Spe
ecifies a rotation of 90 degrees when the
e user hovers over the container
element.

•

#rightFace: Transform
ms the rightFa
ace element in
n 3D space, so
o that it appeaars on the righ
ht side of the
cube.
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•

#leftFace: Transforms the leftFace element in 3D space, so that it appears on the left side of the
cube.

•

#topFace: Transforms the topFace element in 3D space, so that it appears on the top of the cube.

•

#bottomFace: Transforms the bottomFace element in 3D space, so that it appears on the bottom of
the cube.

•

#backFace: Transforms the backFace element in 3D space, so that it appears at the back of the cube.

•

#frontFace: Transforms the frontFace element in 3D space, so that it appears at the front of the
cube. The background color is partially transparent.

10. Close the source window.
11. Close Internet Explorer.

P
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Lesson 3

Appllying CS
SS Keyfframe A
Animations

CSS keyframe
C
e animations enable
e
you to define an aniimation as a series
s
of steps. For each step, or
k
keyframe,
you
u can define a set of property values that you want to
o apply at thatt stage in the animation.
W
When
the bro
owser perform
ms the animatiion, it interpolates propertyy values between the keyfraames, to give
y the effectt of a smooth transition bettween values..
you

L
Lesson
Ob
bjectives
A
After
completting this lesson, you will be able to:
•

Define ke
eyframes for C
CSS animation
ns.

•

Configure
e keyframe an
nimation prop
perties.

•

Start keyfframe animatiions programmatically.

•

Handle th
he events thatt occur during
g a keyframe animation.
a
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Defining a Keyframe
e Animatio
on

CSSS enables you
u to define ke
eyframe animaations for elem
ment propertyy values of HT
TML elements. You can
de
efine a series of
o rule-sets that specify the property valu
ues at distinctt stages of the
e animation. Keyframe
K
animations enab
ble you to implement soph
histicated userr interface effe
ects that would previously have
req
quired video or
o third-partyy plugins.
To
o use keyframe
e animations in a web page
e, the first step is to define a @keyframes CSS rule. W
Within this
rulle, you define a series of rule-sets that apply at differe
ent points durring the animation. These p
points are
spe
ecified as perccentages of th
he elapsed tim
me of the dura
ation of the animation. The
e first rule-set is
de
esignated by the value 0% or
o from. The final rule-set is designated by the value 100% or to. Y
You can
de
efine as many rule-sets as you want, and the ordering of the rule-se
ets is irrelevan
nt.
The following exxample define
es a keyframe
e animation na
amed ballmo
ovement. The keyframe aniimation has
fou
ur rule-sets, w
which describe
e the color and location of a ball on a po
ool table durin
ng an animatiion; the ball
alsso changes co
olor as it move
es:
@keyframe
es ballmovem
ment {
0% {
l
left: 0px;
t
top: 0px;
b
background-c
color: yellow
w;
}
33% {
l
left: 100px;
t
top: 160px;
}
66% {
l
left: 200px;
t
top: 0px;
}
100% {
l
left: 300px;
t
top: 160px;
b
background-c
color: purple;
}
}

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3

Note: Most browsers currently do not support the standard keyframes CSS rule name.
Instead, you must use vendor-specific prefixes such as @-ms-keyframes for Microsoft Internet
Explorer 10.
You perform the animation by specifying the animation-name property in a style rule. This property
expects the name of the keyframe animation, like this:
#ball.animate {
animation-name: ballmovement;
}

In this example, any elements named ball that have the class animate will be animated.
Note: You can write JavaScript code to apply the animate class to the ball when you want
the animation to play. You can also write JavaScript code to remove the animate class from the
ball when you want the animation to stop.
Additional Reading: For detailed information about CSS animations, visit
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=267754.
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Co
onfiguring
g Keyfram
me Animattion Prope
erties

Aftter you have defined
d
a keyyframe animattion, the next step is to con
nfigure the animation prope
erties. You
mu
ust specify wh
hen the anima
ation is applied and how long it lasts. Op
ptionally, you can also speccify a delay
be
efore the anim
mation starts, a repeat count, and whethe
er the animatiion should revverse itself up
pon
completion.
o configure a kkeyframe anim
mation, define
e a CSS rule th
hat applies the
e keyframe an
nimation to an
n element
To
in the documen
nt. Inside the C
CSS rule, you ccan set the fo
ollowing prope
erties to confiigure the keyfframe
animation:
•

name of the an
nimation that you want to apply to the ttarget elemen
nt.
animation--name: The n

•

animation--duration: Th
he duration off the animatio
on.

•

animation--delay: An op
ptional delay tthat occurs be
efore the anim
mation starts.

•

animation--timing-funcction: Optionaal information
n about how tthe animation
n progresses o
over one
cycle. Possib
ble values include "linear"", "ease", "easse-in", "ease-out", and "e
ease-in-out". The
default valu
ue is "ease". Y
You can define
e this property for the who
ole animation, or just for specific steps
in the @key
yframe animaation definitio
on.

•

animation--iteration-co
ount: Optional iteration cou
unt. The defau
ult value is 1.

•

animation--direction: Optional inform
mation about the direction the animation should playy. The
default valu
ue is normal, which means the animation always playys in forward d
direction from
m start to
end. The otther possible vvalue is altern
nate, which m
means the anim
mation reverse
es itself each time it
plays if the iteration coun
nt is more thaan 1.

The following exxample config
gures keyfram
me animation ffor an elemen
nt named balll that has a CSSS class
named animate
e. The examplle applies a ke
eyframe animation named ballmoveme
ent. The animaation will
lasst 10 seconds and will start after an initiaal delay of three seconds. T
The animation will use a line
ear timing
fun
nction, which causes the brrowser to inte
erpolate values linearly betw
ween keyfram
me steps. The aanimation
will play twice; tthe first cycle will be in the forward direcction, and the
e second cycle
e will be in the
e reverse
dirrection:

Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3

#ball.animate {
animation-name: ballmovement;
animation-duration: 10s;
animation-delay: 3s;
animation-timing-function: linear;
animation-iteration-count: 2;
animation-direction: alternate;
}

Note: As with keyframes rules, most browsers currently do not support the standard
property names for keyframe animations. Instead, you must use vendor-specific prefixes such as ms-animation-name and -ms-animation-duration for Microsoft Internet Explorer 10.
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Sttarting a K
Keyframe Animation Program
mmatically
y

In most scenario
os, you will staart keyframe animations
a
prrogrammatica
ally in responsse to an eventt. For
exaample, if you want the anim
mation to starrt as soon as tthe web page has loaded, yyou can use th
he load
eve
ent of the <b
body> elemen
nt to trigger the animation.. If you want tto enable users to start the animation
the
emselves, provide a button
n and handle tthe click even
nt.
The following exxample handlles the click e
event on a buttton. When th
he user clicks the
t button, th
he
sta
artAnimation
n() function adds the anim
mate class to th
he ball eleme
ent. This cause
es the #ball.animate
CSSS rule to applly, which trigg
gers the ballm
movement ke
eyframe animaation:
<style>
...
@keyf
frames ballm
movement {
.
...
}
#ball
l.animate {
a
animation-na
ame: ballmovement;
.
...
}
</style>
...
<script>
funct
tion startAn
nimation() {
v
var ball = d
document.getElementById(
("ball");
b
ball.classList.add("anim
mate");
}
</script>
>
...
<body>
...
<div id="ball"><
</div>
<butt
ton id="butt
ton" onclick=
="startAnima
ation()">Sta
art Animation</button>
...
</body>

P
Programming
in HTM
ML5 with JavaScript and CSS3
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H
Handling
Keyframe
e Events

T
Three
events o
occur when a keyframe animation runs. These events are:
•

animatio
onstart: Indicaates that a keyyframe anima
ation has startted.

•

animatio
oniteration: In
ndicates that an iteration o
of the keyfram
me animation has completed.

•

animatio
onend: Indicattes that a keyframe animattion has ended
d.

You can use these events to
Y
o sequence an
nimations. For example, yo
ou can use the
e animationend event to
t
trigger
anothe
er animation on a differentt element.
IIf you handle these events, the event-haandler function will receive an event argu
ument that haas the
f
following
properties:
•

animatio
onName: The name of the animation, su
uch as ballmo
ovement in th
he previous exxamples.

•

elapsedT
Time: The totaal elapsed tim
me of the anim
mation so far, e
excluding anyy delay before
e the
animation
n started.

T following example sho
The
ows how to haandle the keyfframe animatiion events forr an element n
named ball:
<script
t>
...
var
r ball = document.getEle
ementById("b
ball");
// Handle the event that o
occurs when the ball animation star
rts.
ball.addEventListener("MSA
AnimationSta
art", function (e) { ... }, false);
// Handle the event that o
occurs for each
e
iteration.
ball.addEventListener("MSA
AnimationIte
eration", function (e) { ... }, fal
lse);
// Handle the event that o
occurs when the ball animation ends
s.
ball.addEventListener("MSA
AnimationEnd
d", function (e) { ... }
}, false);
...
</scrip
pt>

Note: In
nternet Explorrer 10 uses the names MSA
AnimationSta
art, MSAnima
ationIteration,
a MSAnimationEnd forr these events..
and

